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France and Spain Are Guarding Tangier
With Warships and Troops of Cavalry
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August 13. The situation
today Is the most serious
that has confronted civilization since
the Boxer trouble in China in 1900.
Unlike the Chinese of that day, the!
lAioors are well armed, and thesecruel,
wild Arabs of the desert are the most
fearless lighters in the world.
All reports indicate a gathering of
the tribes, not only from the Interior
of Morocco but from the entire nor'.h
border of the Sahara desert.
They are making mostly for Tangier, the metropolis of Morocco, located in the Meditteranean,
outside
of which are already gathered thousands of fierce Mohammedan horsemen, chanting from the Koran,
preaching a "holy war" and thirsting for the blood of the hundreds of
Christians and Jews in Tangier.
The, city could not be defended an
hour against these fanatics once they
made the plunge, and the powers are
expecting to hear momentarily that
a charge has been made.
arriving
Every
bring
steamer
stories of fresh attacks made upjn
and repulsed by Gen. Drudc's troops.
Details are conllictlng, but generally
they agree. After a heavy attack on
the camp Drude in person established
a post of 200 men east of the city to
prevent horsemen charging the landing place. This post was rt pis t city
attacked throughout the day. Advanced posts also were stationed to
cover the city side, while the fleet
.protected the side toward Raibat. Several charges were beaten off. The
trrbesmen In large masses approached
the left main camp at full speed but
as soon as they sighted the guns of
the warships, the horsemen veered
and effected a skilful wide turning
movement, then suddenly wheeled
and charged the camp from the right.
The troops who bore the front of the
assault emptied hundreds of saddles
before the Arabs broke. The troopj
lost two men killed and eight wounded.
The passengers say deeds of gallantry among the troops were numerous.
The Moors aljo displayed a courage which astonished the officers. Although mowed down by quick-firer- s
and volleys from the infantry for
four days, they returned
to
the
charge, showing extraordinary disdain
for death.
There is a persistent rumor here,
which comes from Moorish sources
and cannot be confirmed, that the
nultan has left Fez for Rabat ami
traveling by forced marches, has arrived at Mazagan.
There Is still much uncertainty as
to the progress that hai been in the
negotiations for the release of Sir
Harry MacLean. There are rumors
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United States Senator After Invitation Extended by Mayor Murder of Praying Penltentes
May Yet Be
Personal Visit to Seoul.
and Prominent Citizens
Avenged.
Talks.
to George Curry.
HE SEES MAILED FIST
BIGGEST EVENT OF
SUSPECT BROUGHT HERE
IN SIGHT EVERYWHERE
KIND IN YEARS
FOR SAFE KEEPING
Seoul, Korea. August 13. William
J. Stone, United States senator from
.Missouri, who has been in Seoul a
week studying conditions here, has
given his views of the situation.
Ho
has had an interview with Koroa's
deposed emperor and with the new
ruhrr. Senator Stone, in summing up
the situation, said:
"From the Korean standpoint, the
situation Is pathetic.
For the first
time in my life I have seen the mailed hand of foreign power raised ruthlessly over a conyuered people.
"One emperor has been forced to
vacate to make place for a weakling
and both are held in practical imprisonment by their conqueror. There
Is an armed Japanese force about the
palace and the Koreans are denied
t
of communication with tha
palace, all save the supplant ministers
who are doing the bidding of Marquis Ito and who dare not show
t Seoul
themselves In the streets
without a Japanese military guard.
"No man, Korean or follower, can
have an audience with the emperor
except by permission of and In tlio
presence of Marquis Ito. The em;per-o- r
and his father are prisoners in
their own nalace and Marquis Ito '
the real ruler, the government is despotic and one of foreigners upheld
iby military force.
The purpose of
the Japanese is to appropriate Korea
and make it the gateway for an en
croachment.
The policy of Japan is
unexampled In modern times.
"Hut history Is surely being male
here which reaches far beyond the
confines of this country and affects
for more than the destiny of this unhappy empire. Some day there will
be a reckoning."
the-righ-
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Socorro, N. M., August 13. (Special) One of the first soolal events
In which the new governor, George
Curry, will participate, will b the
Socorro county fair to be held at the
county seat of Socorro, .tteptembar
28 to 30, IncluelY , .
.
In response to ail invitation f
Mayor H. O. Bursum, and a number
of the prominent men of Socorro
county, the new governor will formally open the Socorro county fair
with a speech.
The citizens of Socorro are making
elaborate preparations for the fair
and particularly for the entertainment of the new governor when he
visits that city.
The Socorro county fair will be
bigger than ever, and there will be a
larger number of attractions than
have ever ben seen there before.
The displays will also bo on a
larger scale than ever before and
there Is more money available for
prizes.
Excursions will be run to Socorro
from Albuquerque and from points
to the south of this city and a large
attendance Is expected.
Socorro will be handsomely decorated, even the residences presenting
a festive appearance.
There will be several bands present and Curry Day, the day upon
which the fair opens, will be one of
the features of the week In this
place.
The new governor will receive an
ovation, second only to that of his
Inauguration.
In addition to the usual attractions at the fair there will be racing
and base ball. The local team will
meet all of the best teams in the
territory and expects to put up a
hard fight for the honors of the occasion.
IXCKKASi; OK 1'OIICK
OX KCK.XId IIK.1IWAV
Santa Fe, N. M., August 13.
Marion Llttrell, of the
territorial penitentiary, with a number of guards, today took ft detachment of twenty convicts to Iis Vegas, where they will be put to work
on the east end of the Scenic Highway.
This will Increase the force on the
Scenic Highway to ttfty men and
work will be pushed as rapidly as
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Alounted Policeman Q. F. Murray,
stationed at Kettner, Valencia county,
arrived In the city this morning fr3m
Grants, N. M.. with Octovlanlo Talles,
who Is charged with committing a
UUir4erat San Rafael, N. M. " Talles
was placed in the Bernalillo county
,'
jail for safe keeping.
According to Officer Murray, Talles
shot and killed a
boy by
the name of Marques at San Rafael
on Christmas night, 1890. The killing took place at a meeting of Penltentes, and was the result of a quarrel over Talles not taking his hat off
In the meeting place where the Penltentes were praying. Talles Invited
Marques out of the church to settle
the quarrel.
The boy accepted the
challenge and Talles shot him as he
come out of the door of the church.
Talles claimed aelf defense at the
time because Marques had a plstal
In his hand as he came out of the
church. After the killing, however,
it was found that the gun the dead
boy held In his hand when he fell
had no loads In it.
Talles was arrested at the time an
taken to the Valencia county Jail,
from which place he escaped while
awaiting trial and made his way into
Mexico before the officers could recapture him.
Ilocaptured.
About two months ago Talles returned to San Rafael, where he has
a large number of relatives living.
The mounted police learned of his
return, and Murray was commissioned to investigate the case and ascertain if possible If any witnesses of
the killing could be found, and If th ;y
were still to be had. arrest Talles.
Several witnesses were found to still
live In Sn Rafael and the capture
was effected last Sunday morning between 5 and 6 o'clock.
Officer Murray went to San Rafael
Saturday night under cover of darkness, so as not to scare his prospective captive away, and went to tiv;
house where Talles was staying eaily
In the morning Sunday.
Talles had
just gotten up and was coming
around the house bareheaded as lbs
otlieer called.
Officer Murray says that he pulled
his gun on the alleged murderer Just
as a matter of precaution, and the
capture was effected without
any
trouble whatever.
Talles says that he has been In
Mexico most of the time since he left
the county, but declines to discuss
the killing with which he Is charged.
.
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HEAT KILLS THREE

HENDI ST. LOUIS
Girl Thought He Was Slightly

Injured But He

He Refuses to Say Whether
St. Iyiuis. Mo., August
13.
The
hottest day for six years caused Intense suffering, three deaths and fifHe Will Resign

1

Score-taryshl-

Died.

p.

teen cases of prostration in St. louls
and Its suburbs yesterday. The muxt-um of tS was reached at 4 p. in.
and la.sted for only an hour. Up to
noon the weather, while
not hot
enough to be uncomfortable, dl l not
Oyster Bay. N. Y.. August 13.
Secretary Taft called on the presi- reach the danger point. At noon
dent today and held a lat conference the mercury was H0. Then It rose t
before leaving for the Philippines. It degrees an hour
lit 1 o'clock, 94
is understood that the coining naat 2 o'clock. Siti at 3 o'clock, and
tional campaign Was the chief topic. the high temperature point for six
After tin? conference Taft refused to years when 'IS at 4 o'clock was reConfirm or deny the report that lie corded.
will resign the secretaryship to become a candidate for the presidency. OltKi ( l.i:ilk I VKI.S
it is known, however, that the
his owx i.i13.it:
Kansas City, Mo., August
president and his favorite cabinet officer talked over the situation fully Homy H. Fleti her. 3S years old, a
and that a decision was arrived at drug clerk, of 2nu2 Lynn avenue,
which will be unnouneed not sooner committed l;u-- su.cido in bis home at
t night by drinking laudthan on Tift's return from Ms trip midnight
He tied a half hour later
to the Philippines and on around tile anum.
world.
it will be at least three in u police i.mhulance while being
He
taken to tho general hospital.
months before the secretary's Intenis leaves a widow and a toil 4 years old.
tion concerning his resignation
Fletcher h d been drinking heavknown, a.- lie will certainly remain
president's ily for several days and had told
in office to fultill the
acquaintances that
sexeral
he
to
the
regarding
trip
his
wishes
to eid his life.
Philippines.
m

St. Louis, Mo., August 13. Thcr?.i
.Sullivan, aged 20 years, a pretty girl
who surrendered to the police last

night admitting that she had stabbed
her sweetheart, Michael Landers, a
young business man, in a juariel,
'broke down today when Informed
that he died during the night.
He failed to keep an appointment
to take Miss Sullivan and her bister to a cummer garden, and when
unbralJed him later fur permitting a glass of ber to come between
him and his appointment,
he attempted to strike her. She stabbid
him In t:,e left brea.st and Immediately walked to a police station and
surrendered, though she d:d nut believe he was badly hurt.
He d,ed
live hours later.

f
that a hiuh has incurred In the ne- -,
gotlations.
letters received here'
from Fez st.iu- that the sultan upon
learning of the intentions
of the
French and Spanish to occupy Casa

ItlxMCr.

a

...1

'

.....'

sail that such a step would lead tJ
a revolution throughout Morocco and'
endanger tlie liws of ail Kuroneans.
lliroiic

liisci-ure- .

i. it-- iiit-- ii i iiiir, uie buiidii, vaoo- is seated on the most Insecure
1'iiiMir in in- - Hitnu. jus arcn enemy.
Raistlli. W MNtl tiuhtlnv him uii.t
bo able to unite the fanatical tribesj
ii

nii

1

now gathering under his own banner.
That would iiroijalily be the end of
Shoull a great massacre
occur In Tangier, the power.--, wearied
by the unrest
of Morocco.
would
probably dwride to abolish the sultanate and put the country under tho
rule of an European country, prob-ubl- y
Spain.
The cruiser Aube Is at Majugun.
the Iiuehayla is on the way to Safll
and the Oalilee is at Rabat. The governor of Rabat has warned the natives that at the first sign of rebellion cruisers will bombard the city.
Abd-tl-Azi- z.

'

a Trestle.
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Nelll, of the bureau of labor,

YEARSAGO

ivossible.

OVER

todsv.

ing Injury and Death In
Swollen Stream Beneath

depart
admit-

that the end of the strike Is not
that a conference of
leaders today has had no results
whatever. He tacitly admits that tho
strike promises to be of long duration.
Local Situation.
The local union telegraphers who
worked for the Postal Telegraph
company, two in number, have quit
work and only Manager Hawkins,
whose position was not included in
the strike order. Is on duty.
He says he is handling quite a lot
of business with the big cities, but
owing to the handicap caused by the
large number of men off there, he is
not unusually ibusy and consequently
does not miss the retiring strikers to
any extent at present. Business will
not snow up nearly as well for the
month.
At the Western Union offices the
condition Is about the same as yesterday. The arrival of messages is
not large and all business Is taken
subject to delay, as is also the cas
with messages over the Postal lines.
Condition Worse,
Throughout the country conditions
ar not improved; In fact, they are
less satisroctory man yesterday. Tne
Associated frew operators) re ail
out and in commercial offices hut few
men are working, most of them being
wire chiefs and student operators. Iu
many cases where men have gone to
work they have later changed their
minds and joined the strikers.
The president does not feel yet
that he can afford to enter into ne
gotiations for arbitration, but Commissioner Nelll is working to effect
that end.
No Settlement In Sight.
Chicago, August 13. Oeneral Sec
retary Russell, of the telegraphers'
union, predicts that before night, the
strike will be general throughout th1)
United States and Canada.
Labor Commissioner Nelll, Presi
dent Uompers and other leaders con
ferred today with the Idea of arrang
ing some manner of settling tne
strike. Nelll declared that there Is
no Immediate indication of a settlement.
l'linils Insufficient.
Officers of the local telegraphers'
union assured the operators, who
crowded the local headquarters to
day, that if they remained out the
companies will be forced to meet
their demands. Some of the operators said the union's funds are In
sufficient for a protracted strike, but
they are depending on aid from the
allied unions.
Have Home lanplojex.
New York, August 13. While the
striking telegraphers claim that their
strike w"l be successful, the officia's
of the western Union
and Pos'ol
companies state today that they are
handling business rapidly and that a
number of men are returning tj
work. No disorders are reported toIn sight and
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to Protect Moroccan Cltiix.
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"JAPAN IS
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ies Acceed to Their Demands.
Local Offices Are Still
Handling Business. -

Paris,

In Morocco
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Operators Expect to Carry on Her Bonflre Beside Track Resulted
Walkout Policy Until CompanIn Hundred Passengers Escap-

Interior.
View of tlio city of

Train.
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New Executive Will Make Few Repeated Attacks on French
diers Repulsed Thus
Changes at Least For Present
Fearing For His Llfa
But Expects Loyalty From
Has Fled Into
Those Holding Commis-

sions Under Him.

LUTED

to Nothing.

THREATENED

NOT BE APPOINTED

STABBED

CALIFORNIA

N'cill

Massacre.
CITY OF TANGIER

at-thi-

BE

REACHED

Nationally.

Santa Fe, August 13. (Spoclul.)
Governor Curry last evening outlined
a feature of his administration In no
uncertain lawguage to a representative of the Citizen who called to see
him.
"There are going to he few re
movals at least for the present.
said the new executive, "but there Is
one thing that 1 wish no mistake
about. I SHALL EXPECT THE UN
QUALIFIED, HON" E.ST AND SIN
CERE SUPPORT FOR BOTH THE
TEKR.IORIAL
AND
NATIONAL
REPUBLICAN
ADMINISTRATION
FROM EVERY OFFICIAL HOLD
ING- OFFICE on COMMISSION UN
DER MY REGIME IN THIS TEU
1UTOUY."
Means Kvery Word.
The way In which the new governor made the above statement and
the manner in which he emphasized
each word, showed that he would
see that it was complied with in so
far as he has power.
"Personally, I do not approve of
the appointment of members of a
legislature to office, he continued
"because I do not consider It con- ductive to honesty or to good govern
ment. At the same time, as I stated
(before, I am not going to make many
chft.nires
time and my actions
la the future will be governed to
great extent ty developments.
Officiate Must Work.
"However, when I place a man In
ontce under a republican adminlslra
tlon, I expect him to support that
administration and that party just as
religiously as I expect him to give his
whole heart and his whole efforts to
wards making the people a good
honest, capable and ettlcient otllclal
W'ltrnever he can not conscientiously
support such administration or do'is
not care to do so for other reasons.
then he certainly has no right to a
(position of trust under a regime in
wnicn ne is not in sympathy. Briefly,
those are my views on the subject.
"I am for the best government that
can be had and the square deal and
I feel sure It can be had better under
republican
administration
such as
Roosevelt has outlined than under
any other that I see upon the politi
cal horizon at present.
I III re Kxeoutlve Ability.
Governor Curry has rare executive
ability. While he has been unable
to settle down to steady work because
of the constant stream of visitors to
the executive office, he has nevertheless obtained a good Insight Into the
affairs of his own and other territorial ohiccs.
Ilomcvclt Man.
The new governor Is an enthusiastic Roosevelt man and he Is constructed along similar lines to tne
president.
He Is a man of action
rather than words but he can make
Kood use of both upon occasion.
Governor Curry did not care to
discuss resignations
at this time.
Street reports, however, are to the
quite
a
effect that
number have been
tendered for acceptance at his pleasure.
With the exception of the attorney
general, he has not made any changes
and the indications are that" he will
not give the matter of appointments
much attention for a few weeks
longer.
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Denver, Col., August 13Fair
tonight; showers Wednesday.
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Operators Out at ISoston.
Boston, Mass., August 13. At a
signal at 11 o'clock this morning, 35
operators of the Postal, comprlslif;
about half the force, walked out.
The Western Union operators expect
to follow suit.
. It. T. Come- - to Aid.
San Francisco, Cal., August 13.
The National Order of Railway
has swung the enormcus
strength
of Its membership and
treasury to the support of the strikIn
ing commercial
telegraphers.
practically every railroad station In
today
Canada,
the United States and
the following message from the nation secretary of the order was
celved:
"St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 11. 1907.
"To All O. It. T. Men In the United
States and Canada:
"lo not handle any Western Un
ion business. We are bucking Com
I nlou of Amer-ic- o
mercial I elegrt-vher- s
financially and are giving them
our support. This is a critical point
In the history of both organizations.
Spread this to every railroad statl-- u
you possibly can.
(Signed l
"L. W. QUICK.
"National Secretary of o. R. T."
Telj-graph-

er

Kansas City, Mo., August IS. Mn
Minnie Houdeshell and her husband,
an Atchison, Topeka and Santa F
wetlon workman, live in a tent beside the railroad tracks three miles
west of Ethel, Mo., a small town
on th Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe near Marcelln and about 124
miles east of Kansas City. The were
asleep in their canvas home when
about 8:30 the woman was awakened by a crash. It flashed through
her mind In an instant what the
crash meant.
"The bridge," she thought.
Not far from the tent a bride
spans a ravine. Mrs. Houdeshell
ran to it and saw that the west stone
abuttment had crumbled and fallen
Into the ravine.
The steel girders
and the frame work supporting the
tracks were gone, too. The ravine
is seventy-fiv- e
feet deep and about
sixty feet across. With the ties
clinging to them the tracks still
stretched across the ravine so that
the engineer on an approaching train
could not have seen that the support
ers of the structure were gone.
Tlio Limited Waa Due.
It was almost time for the Califor
nia limited, one of the fastest trains
on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa-Fsystem, .to pasa over the trestle
on its way to China go. Knowing' this
ana thinking of the accident that
would result, Mrs. HouijeshniS1 hur- riedly gathered some dry stick and
built a fire on the tracks near the
west end of the trestle. Then she
awakened here husband and sent
him with a lantern in the direction
from which the train would approach. Houdeshell had just started
when the train rounded a curve 400
yards from the structure. The engi
neer saw the fire, but was unable tJ
stop the train until It was within fifty
feet of the ravine.
Dr. W. H. Haviland, who live at
1232 Central avenue. West Side, was
a passenger on a west bound train
that arrived at the scene several
hours after the bridge had fallen.
Sho Only Had live Minutes.
"The California limited had 250
passengers aboard and it whs scarcely five minutes after the
woman
found the caveln when the train
was stopped by the bonfire. When
the passengers awoke and saw the
tracks ucross the ravine, without any
supports beneath, they acted as If
they were crazy. The headlight on
the engine would not have shown the
true condition of the bridge;
it
would have appeared to be perfectly safe.
"Men gave Mrs. Houdeshell money until she laid more gold' and silver than Bhe could carry in her
hands. She wrapped It up in a cloth
and when she counted It at 7 o'clock
in the morning she had more than
$800."

a traveling
Edward II. Lewis.
salesmuji
Mich.,
from Plymouth,
who was on the train, started a petition that will be presented to the
company asking thut Mrs, Houdeshell be suitably rewarded.
Heavy Huiiis t'austvl It.
The collapse of the bridge was
due to the heavy rnlns of the last
few days In that vicinity. The supports hud apparently become weakened under the masonry, causing It
to lnk. The Atchison. Topeka and
Santa Fe used the tracks of the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy yesterday and last night to Galesburg, III.,
but it was thought that their own
service would be restored by this
morning.
BED

CLEANING
A

CAUSES

$2610

FIRE LOSS

-

St. Louis. August 13. The store
building occupied by O. Solomon,
whose family resided on the upper
floors, together with five adjoining
building occupied by Jewish families, were destroyed by fire today.
as started by a lighted
The fire
cigarette, which Solomon took Into
a room where his wife was cleaning
l bed with gasoline. His hair ami
mustache were burned off and his
wife was badly burned before they
m y
o.i'i:iu:xii: t 'oxt'i.i
from the room. The total
sTitiKi: escaped
in:
Is t IIH.OOO.
loss
Colo.,
August
13.
Denver.
It has
i
been formally agreed that the
and Rio Grande conference with
the Kwiichmen, on which the fate of CLAIMS THAT LAW
the switchmen's strike depends, will
be held tomorrow
morning.
Vice
President Parker of the Colorado
IS
ami Southern, has at last agreed to
take part in a conference
of the
western roads on the two cent
and abide by the result.
Magdaiena. August 13.
Silomon Montoya, who was arCoroner Will loxesiitate.
rested in Alljuijueiiiue last Sunday
Itoiilder, Colo., August
on the charge of obtaining money
Ituchheit has summoned a Jury to under false pretenses, was tried beInvestigate the deaths of the threi fore the Justice of the peace here
men who died as the result of in- and fined JD'l and costs. The case
juries received In the dynamite ex- will be appealed, it being held
that
plosion during
the fire Saturday chapter 37. of the
statmorning which destroyed the C. &. S. utes of lau5. under territorial
(he senwhich
1
freight depot and twenty-fiv- e
loa
tence was passed, h is been ruled
ana empty freight cars.
ii by the district court.
.
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'ALBUQUERQUE

PAOB TWO.
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SHIPMENTS
JUST RECEIVED i

A large assortment of Ingrains and Brussels Rugs
and Carpets and a full
line of Linoleum-Every-thi- ng
to furnish the house
WE CAN'T AND WILL NOT BE
DERSOLD.

j

FUTRELLE

CASH

FURNITURE

UN-

OR PAYMENT

CO.

West End Viaduct

ooooooooooooo ooooooooooooo
MWMBmiMHnHasMnBS
j

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT

IS

1

will be unable to get around to the
of giving El Paso a better

matter

train service."
"GREENY"

SWIPED

BY

S
Attorney General Says It Can
Hardly Handle
One-Tent-

h.

Washington, V. C, August 13.
Concerning frequent requests of the
department of Justice for Informaof alleged
tion as to prosecutions
trusts and railroads, Acting Attorney General Russell today said: "I
am daily answering Inquiries which
Indicate that all kinds of unfounded
rumors are afloat concerning investigations and Intended anti-trusuits
and prosecutions by this department.
Fortunately, or unfortunately,
the
department Is quite unable to do
as much work as it is supposed to be doing.
"I understand that some of these
rumors have been caused by Judge
Landis' tine, and the troubles between the railroads and the states In
Michigan, Alabama and elsewhere,
particularly over state laws reducing
rates. So far as the fine Is concerned. It may have operated to convince
investors that such part of their dividends as come from rebating and
other illegal practices will be less
As for the
certain in the future.
state railroad rates and controversies, possibly some dividends have
been swelled by exorbitant local
rates.
st

one-ten-

'

th

Ills

Views.

"My own view Is that whether a
lower rate will lessen dividends or
increase them by increasing travel
of
and shipments Is chiefly a matter
experiment. I presume It was upon
being convinced of this that some of
the railroads abandoned their preliminary Injunction of state law and
authority as of doubtful legality,
even If a permanent Injunction shall
be properly upheld upon full proof
and after some little time for experiment.
'at will doubtless be the policy of
this department to aid In the speedy
determination of all the questions Involved In the railroad rate controversy by the supreme court, and in
that high tribunal the rights of all
will be safe and soon settled. When
the department shall have continued
a while longer enforcing laws against
rebating and restraints and monopolies of trade, the result can not
fail to be a sounder and less tainted
prosperity."

BRAKEMAN
WOIIKED OX ORDERS.
The Santa Fe Central employed a
new brakeman the other day who
was as green as the corn growing
in the Estancia valley.
Conductor
Grlmshaw
discovered
the young
man's small knowledge of the railroad game early on the Initial trip,
and Immediately began giving him
a few lessons.
It Is needless to sny
that the other old heads on the train
were let Into the Fame and assisted
the conductor In putting the green
man on the right track.
When the train reached Kennedy,
some one said to Greeny: "Did you
get your orders?"
"No," was the answer. "Where do
you get them?"
"Why. Just go ask the agent; he'll
fix you out."
The agent had been fixed, so of
course the young man got his orders
all O. K.
The down train, upon which
Greeny was the front brakeman, met
the Curry special at Kennedy and of
court flagging had to bo done.
"Sure, you want
to flag both
trains into the clear, both front and
back; haven't you done that yet?"
volunteered one of the old heads, and
Greeny Immediately got busy with
the flags.
In a few minutes he signaled that
the track was clear.
After consulting his orders, the
new man got aboard the train, to
be Informed
that the conductor
would like to have his shoes shined.
RATE COMPLAINTS FILED
AGAINST

SANTA

Washington, August 13. The Missouri, Kansas and Texas and Santa
Fe railroad companies are made
In two complaints filed with
the interstate commerce commission
today by the Missouri and Kansas
Shippers' association. The complaint
against the "Katy" is that its rates
d
on
shipments of hay from
Kansas points to Kansas City are In
excess of the rates to St. Joseph
from the same points. The difference Is that the former rates are
fixed by the Missouri, Kansas
and
Texas Joint Freight Bureau, while
the latter are not. Shipments over
to
the "Katy"
St.
pass
Joseph
through Kansas City.
The other
complaint against the Santa Fe Is
against the S3 terminal charge on
hay from Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma and Indian Territory.
car-loa-
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North First Street.

Phone No. 483
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Sour
Stomach

combined with the greatest known tonla
and reconstructive properties. Kodol for
dyspepsia does not only relieve Indigestion
and dyspepsia, but this famous remedy
helps all atomach troubles by cleansing,
purifying, sweetening and strengthening
the mucous membranes lining the stomach.

DIAMOND
ICE
Southwestern

Brewery

Ice Company.

Torturing1 eczema spreads Its burn-I- n
area every day. Doan'a Ointment
quickly Btops its spreading-- instantly
relieves the Itching cures It permanently. At any drug store.

A. E. WALKER,

,

COAL
Rest American Block, per ton.. $6.50
Anthracite Nut, per ton
$8.50
Anthracite Stove and Furnace
per ton
$9.50

WOOD
DRY CEDAR

INSURANCE

Secretary Mutual Building Asnociat
Uon. Office at 817 West RaUreaat
avenue.
.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LI VERT. SALE. FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEJST TOTJRNOUT3
IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

PINION

Don't Forget The

AND

TOItJi 1LLO.
TERMS STRICTLY CASH.

John

S.

602 80UTH

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

Mr. S. S. Ball, of fUveniwood, W. Vs.. uts:
"I
troubled with sour stomach for twenty
Kodol curad id
end we are sow using it la mm

on

A OlOMf.

1

In spite of the fear and expecta
tion that hay would fall In price at
a result of the recent action of the
company, hay shows u
Cananea
srtrong upward tendency In the market. The price Is firm at $11 a ton
and there Is heavy demand. One
afford dealer last week received a
request from Globe, Arizona, for 2,- uuu tons at a high figure.

lurl,

lor baby."
FOR BACKACHE

ACHECHI
rm-m-

Wines, Liquors and Cigars

Failure to secure a franchise from
the city at the recent election at
(Jlobe, Arizona, the granting of which
would have meant the sale of the lo
cal utility plants to a lloston syndicate, has caused
of
the owners
Ulohe's public service plants to adopt
a pulley of expansion which will be
received with considerable appreciation by the public.

post-offic-

e!

anoeesaora to

MELINI A EAKIN, and

JIattle McClaln was arrested re
cently at Texlco, charged with shooting at Hubert Fox in a difficulty over
a claim. When the case was tried at
Texlco, Fox swore that she grabbed
his Winchester and shot at him. and
she declared he shot at her. The
case was dismissed for lack of cor
roborative evidence.

The Tucumcarl ice plant has gone
Three thousand pounds of mall,
Into the hands of a receiver, while dUpatched from the El Paso
ours, says the Santa Rosa Sun, apwere handled in Douglas durpears to have gone Into "Innocuous ing the month of July. This is the
Desuetude."
result of the count of the first month
of the period of six months, ending
District court meets at Silver City December 31, of this year, when all
local
mall Jls to be separated and
next month, and a lunge number of
people are greatly Interested In the weighed for the benefit of the statiscoming session, especially as to how ticians of the .postoftice department
Sunday law violations are to be treat- at Washington.
ed.
TWO NEW ST A It HOITKS
HAVK BEEN ESTABLISHED.
About thirty citizens of Phoenix,
Two star mail routes have been esArizona, who are interested in the tablished
In New Mexico as follows:
Pinal county coal fields, assembled at 67189.
to
Albuquerque
Padlllas.
the board of trade building and perAug.
7, 1907, supply Atrlsco,
From
fected an organization with a view of
ways,
both
Albuquerque
between
filing on coal claims in Pinal county
and Pajarlto, Increasing 2.75 ms.
and developing the same.
67220. Palma to Moriarlty.
Lv P Tue and Frl 6:30 a. m.
Struck In the head by a timber
Ar M by 3:30 p. m.
thrown upon him, it is alleged, by a
Lv M Mon and Thur 7 a. m.
descending cage, C. A. Miller, aged
Ar. P by 4 p. m.
about SO, suffered a fracture which
with the Injuries to his chest, it Is
To feel strong, have good appetite
thought at the Copper Queen hos- (and digestion, Rleep
soundly and en
pital In Arizona, will prove fatal.
joy me, use uuraocK mooa Hitters,
the great system tonic and'builder.
There Is some talk of a company
being organized and starting a big
steam laundry at or near Safford.
If the enterprise materializes the ma.
chinery will all be of the latest approved style. There is not a laundry
in operation
between Clifton and
Globe, Arizona.
No appetite, loss of strength, nervous
There is a good prospect that the
Arizona Copper company and tha ness, headache, constipation, bad breath,
Shannon Copper company will be general debility, sour risings, and catarrh
consolidated Hiid operated as one con- of the stomach are all due to Indigestion.
cern. J. C. Hopkins, the resident di- Kodol relieves Indigestion. This new dlscov
rector of the former company, has ery represents the natural Juice of digesgone to Scotland in the Interest of tion as they exist In a healthy stomach,
such consolidation.

Smwm

Chai. Vlellnl
O. Bacaechl, Treaararo,

Consolidated Liquor Company

A prisoner In the county Jail
at
Capltan, N. M., named Lee, accused
of horse stealing, on last Friday even,
infr, while receiving his evening meal,
overpowered the Jailor, knocked him
down and escaped. He has not since
been heard of. The escaped prisoner
was recently extradited from Arizona.

Topics

iSl

1007.

If you were a Clothier, Sir, and had more suits on hand than you
could possi-bl- y
sell this season would you keep them over until next year and let
them et
out of style and rusty besides losing the use of the money or sell
them now?
Sell them of course you would, so would any sensible Man.

"With the object of erecting a brewery thereon, to cost not less than
$50,000,- Henry Till seeks to secure
four lots from the city of Tucson,
Arizona, between Stone and Seventh
avenues. Mr. Till appeared last night
The Arizona National Guard enthe city council and submitted
campment, which closed Saturday before
proposition for the purchase of
night, was one of the best In the his- his
the lots to the city fathers, but final
tory of the country.
action will not be taken until tonight.

'
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A GREAT SAVING FOR YOU

Lordsbung, N. M., Aug. 13. XI In
ing In the districts south of Lords-bur- g
Is Improving every day and has
settled down to a steady growth. The
Arizona and New Mexico railroad
has had to double Its ore platform
last week 12 carloads having been
shipped.
The Superior people are shipping
from their old dump and receiving
net returns of about $200 per car.
XIr. Whemer, one of the owners, who
Is here attending
to the shipping,
says the mine will e in operation
Just as soon as the September term
of court settles the tax titles, which
have been in dispute for some time.
The new plant at the "85" mine
has Just been placed In operation and
ready for work. The shaft has been
sunk 50 feet under new management
and the tunnel is In about 175 feet,
which Is being driven from the bottom of the canon above the "85"
claim to tap the Emerald vein, a
continuation
of the great Hobson
dike, at 300 feet below the top of
the hill. The tunnel will be 600 feet
in length and will be finished In 60
days after the air drills are at work.
The property is equipped with an
power boiler hoist, air compressor, pump etc.
Work Ilciiig Pushed.
The Nellie Bly people are going
right along with their work showing
up more and better ore all the time.
The Robert E. Ixe owners are hard
at work. The Last Chance Is still
sinking and is now down about 300
feet.
The Viola which was the old
mine. Is being retimbered and
fitted up for work again. Shipments
already
have
been started.
The Miser's Chest, which Is the
southeast extension of the Lone
group, belonging to the Bonney people. Is making
the best showing,
both In quantity and quality of ore
being taken out, of any In the
They opened up a new level
60 feet below the water which carries the finest ore yet found in the
camp, the vein is all 5 feet wide and
all good shipping ore, and has been
drifted on for nearly 150 feet. It
Is still holding out as good as ever
shipping about three cars a week
and not stoplng a pound. The company Is now at work putting In a
steam plant with air compressor, etc.
for the purpose of sinking to 500
feet.
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Our Men's Suits have received orders to move and move they must.
We'll make every one of them move at some price. It's good business
on our
part. But, while a loss for us, it's

ANOTHER RECEIVER ASKED
FOR TEXAS SOUTHERN.
Austin. Tex., August 13. The railroad commission today issued an order directing the attorney general to
Intervene In the present receivership
of the Texas Southern Railroad
com- tiatlV nnfl in hnva tha .w i . - , nnAl
a receiver of that property, who
Biiau conauci us afiairs under the GUARDS APPOINTED
direction of the commission.
The
Ohlert nf thin nnrtnn iIs" that .i iir jiiuji"
iiiui
erty may be Improved
so as to take
FOR FOREST RESERVES
r ui ine irHinc mat is onered It.
It is claimed that in its present
condition the railroad la physiclally unWashington, D. C, August 13.
able to handle much of the business The
SANTA FE HAS PLENTY
following guards have been apOF Olli FOR FVEL that comes to It.
pointed In New Mexico national for-etunlimitoil
supply
of
is
fuel
"Our
Lou 1b F. Rudolph In PecDS
ed, and there is no danger of the SANTA FE READY
TO DOUBLE TRACK. Ulver; Theodore Iwvls and BenjaSanta Fe reverting back to the coal
min
Robertson In Gila; E. O. Brise-lln- e
San Rernardino, Cal., August 13.
"burning engines on the divisions
In Taos, and William A. Stuart
The
Santa
a
Fe
large
has
track
being
used,"
now
oil
is
where the
at work rebuilding the lead In Peloncillo.
recently. srane:
aid the general manager
The following appointments
of
tracks In
east end of the local guards
"The road owns Its own oil field and yards, the the
In Arizona national forests
freight
leads
receiving
the
forth,
supply
there will be a sufficient
have
also
been
announced:
Samuel
most
The curves are be- H. Bally In
coming to last for years. Coal is be- ing attention. considerable,
Tonto; William H. Cole
so that
ing used through the country where freightreduced
In
Jacob M. Bingham
Santa
may
trains
handled In and and
is most available, but oil, owing to out of the yards be
it
Catallna,
and
Walter Edwards In
and Chlrlcahua.
- Its
will with more safety. much easier preeconomy and convenience,
This
Is
work
continue to tie used on all the tralnj paratory to the double tracking
of I
city or Toieoo,
now being pulled by oil burners."
street
from
street
Fourth
to High- State of Ohio,
Lucas County. ss. ,
"The roadbed is not to be neglected land Junction.
on this will
Work
Chenney
J.
Frank
oatn that he
rolling
power
and
while the motive
be
at once or as soon as Is senior partner of makes
tha firm of F. J.
stock is foelirg Improved, and the the commenced
& Co., doing business
of
Cheney
matter
the
the
number
style
and
work of ballasting the main line is of culverts the city wants placed tin- City of Toledo. County and Unite inaforebeing pushed from Chicago to the der the tracks is determined upon, said, and that said firm will pay tha sum
coast. Double track is being put which will probably be In the near of ONK HUNDRED litfl.l.AHS for each
and every case of Catarrh that cannot
down In places and more will be add- future.
be cured by the use of Hall's Catarrh
At a meeting of the Douglas, Aried later. Two hundred and fifty
mm
FRANK J. CHENEY.
zona, school board a resolution was
being
now
Is
miles of second track
J. V. Key, superintendent of con- Cure.
to
me
Sworn
In
before
subscribed
and
passed
additions to the public
laid on the eastern division out of struction for the Santa Fe on the my presence, this 6th day
of December, school for
buildings.
Chicago, in Illinois. Much of this New Mexico Eastern railway, Is in A. D. l&M.
The resolution
states
6,000 will be expended
that
A. W. GLEASON.
class of work will be done during the the city for ten days resting up and
In this
(Heal.)
line as follows:
year. Tt.e Hio Grande division has recovering from an attack of nervNotary Public.
Holladay
Hull's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally school, $9,u00; Davis school, $9,oou;
the virtue of possessing a natural ousness.
and acts directly on the blood and mu- Drachmati school, 18.000.
roadbed that needs little ballasting,
surfaces of the system. Bund for
lut this division will receive the saint T. E. Purdy, local agent for the cous
testimonials free.
That Parker Woodman, for some
attention as to steel and ties that the Santa Fe, left this morning on train
CO., Props.,
f. J. CHENEY
time assistant mine superintendent
other divisions are now getting, in No. Is10 fur Hereford. Texas, where
Toledo, Ohio.
called as a witness in a law Take Hall's Family Pills for constipa- for the Copier Queen company. Is to
a number of places heavier Bteel is he
succeed S. W. Clawson, resigned to
toeing put down in place of the light suit against the Sttnta Fe over some tion.
steel is the cattle. The suit Is one dating back
rails and the
minimum weight for the new main several years, the cause emamatlng
when Mr. Purdy was agent for the
line construction."
a
Is an ordeal which all
Santa Fe at Oklahoma City.
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
women approach with
or
The Limit
IJfo.
. TO SILVER CITY
The most eminent medical scienindescribable fear, for
El Paso, Texas, August IS. The tists are unanimous
In the conclusion
nothing compares with
daylight train to Sliver t'lty, over the that the generally accepted
limitathe pain and horror of
Santa Fe, that the chamber of com- tion of human life is many years
beof
the
merce and the residents
ltlo low the attainment possible with
child-birtThe thought
Orande valley have been working for advanced knowledge of which the
the of the suffer
danger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
during the past twelve years, is at race Is now possessed. The critical
nations of the coming event, and casts over her a
last assured, and it will bf put on in period, that determines
duration, of all plea'
October, when the schedule of trains seems to be between 60 its
60; the shadow r
ich cannot be shaken off. Thousands of women
was proper care of the body and
Is made up.
This statement
during this have
use of Mother's Friend during; pregnancy robs
(riven out by Vice President George decade cannot be too strongly urged;
confi
T. Nicholson and General Manager carelessness then being fatal to long"n and danger, and insures safety to life of mother
when they were here evity. Nature's best helper after 60 and c
J. K. Hurl-tific liniment is a god-sen- d
to all women at the
fcjunday with Secretary Garfield.
Is Electric liltters, the scientific tonic
"We want this service established," medicine thut revitalizes every organ time
ritical trial. Not only docs Mother's Friend
Nicholson,
"the of the body. Guaranteed by all drugaid Vice President
carry
through the perils of child-birtbut its use
people of El Paso want It, the busi- gists. 60c.
gently
stem for the coming event, prevents "morning
ness warrants the additional train,
"EverylxMly Should Know."
ickne.
and I can assure you that it will be
put on as soon as we can get around says G. G. Hays, a prominent busito It. You know that the passenger ness man of lilufT, Mo. that Buck-len- 's comfor
Arnica Salve Is the quickest Sold b
traffic Is not the business that makes
the money for railroads and natural- and surest healing salve ever applied ti.co j
ly we are putting forth our best ef- to a sore, burn or wound, or to a
Donation free.
forts to keep up with the enormous case of piles. I've used it and kne
increase in freight movement to the what I'm talking about." Guarantee
we
by
Is
well
druggists.
25c.
In hand
all
west. Until this
V.
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MEN'S SUITS GET MARCHING

Arizona Mines Yielding Great Prospects Increasing Every
er Output Than In ForDay In Districts South
3
mer Months. .
of There.
nisbee. Ariz., Aug. 13. Shipments
are going on steadily from the var
ious shafts In this section with a
Considslightly Increased product.
Is being inerable new equipment
stalled and a number fit new ore
bodies are being developed.
The work of widening one of the
compartments of the Czar shaft of
the Copper Queen to afford more
room for pump columns and other
equipment Is progressing rapidly.
At the Calumet and Arizona pro
gress Is being made on the new ma
chine shops which are being erected
on the grounds of the company near
the Junction shaft. Shipping from
the Irish Mag and Oliver shafts is
normal. The ore body found on the
south end of the Irish Mag claim Is
proving much more extensive than
was at first thought.
Good reports continue to be heard
from the portion of the district west
of the city, which Is fast developing
into a shipping district.
Spur to Mine.
The El Paso and Southwestern has
finished the work of extending the
spur to the Denn shaft and the lay
ing of the track to the ore bins has
been commenced. The ore shoots
are now being framed, and will be
put In place as soon as the spur Is
completed.
Sinking of the shaft Is
being continued and it Is now down
nearly 1.200 feet. The drift on the
1,100
foot level Is entering
soft
ground with a considerable Increase
In the water, which is looked upon
by the management as a favorable
indication.
This drift still lacks
about forty feet of reaching the
mark where the ore was first encoun
tered In the drift on the 1,000 level.
The drift: on the 1.000 foot level is
being driven forward, but the formation Is practically unchanged. On
the surface preparations are being
made for the Installation of oil for
fuel, the foundations already being
completed for the large tanks, which
are expected to arrive In the next
few weeks. Shipping will probably be
commenced from the Denn about
September 1.
The Shattuck Is working with a full
force of men, and the output continues to average about 300 tons
dally. The new compressor building
is well
under course of construction and it is the expectation that it
will be soon finished.
On the 900
level the drift Is in
ore,
while on the 700 and 800 the work
of opening up the big ore bodies is
being continued.
Ktoauly Progress.
y
At the shaft on the Warren property steady progress Is being made In
sinking. The shaft Is now down 290
feet and the bottom is In a formation
of grey limestone which is of a very
fine grain.
Through this formation
runs a streak of oxidized Iron.
On August 5 the annual meeting
of the stockholders of the Copper Gulf
Development Company, was held In
Silver City, New Mexico, for the purpose of reviewing the affairs of the
corporation and proceeding with the
business of electing directors and officers to. act during the ensuing year.
The stockholders In this company
are: H. A. Smith, H. B. Hovland,
Thomas A. Merritt. D. L. Fairchlld,
and Walter A. Barrows, Jr. At the
present time ore Is being shipped to
the flmelters at Douglas from the
Copper Gulf and already there Is a
body cantainlng
several
thousand
tons of 10 per cent ore In sight. The
property Is being developed under
the management of E. A. Wayne,
formerly manager of the Globe Consolidated.
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EVENING!

ALBUQUERQUE

PLANING

MILL

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITY,
When In need of earfi, door, frame.
work " "Peeialty. 103
CcIT'n
South
First street. Telephone
403

WIAK KIDNIVS

TRY

DeWITT? KIDNEY and BLADDER PILLI-t- wa

Prepared by E. O. DeWITT

W. E.

ise 1st

If You Want A

CO.. Chicago

MAUGEP

Plumber
Telephone No. 61
The Standard

WOOL

with Rauba and Mauser
Office, 115 North first
N.

M.

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange

Household Goods.
Keep busy until you find

Star Furniture Co.
214 W.
Albuquerque

Gold

Ate.
New Mexico

.

You Don t Count the Cost
our pies, cakes and
when eating
pastry, for it's small in comparison
with the satisfaction you gain. The
day you start using the products of
our bakery will be a red letter one
on your calendar,
Mark It up this
day.

RIONEER BAKERY
JOT

South First Street.

Our work is as our name
implies, and our charges are
right.
Standard

Ming & Heating Co
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LOVE-FRENZIE-

SECRETARY SAW

YOUTH SHOOTS

D

EVENING

CITIZEN.

SEVERAL CAUSES

0

HIMSELF IN CAB WITH ACTRESS
A

FOR

SPLENDID

STOCK

SUNRISE

An Honest Statement

E

Spent Sunday Night at Moun
talnair and Viewed
Dawn's Glory.

Attacks On Corporations Did
Not Alone Influence
Market Prices.

Mountalnair, .N. M., August 13
(Seclal) Secretary James K. Uar-llelof the Interior department, and
party spent Sunday night here and
left for the east yesterday over the
New Mexico Eastern railway
after
witnessing the glory of a sunrise over
the fertile Estancla valley.
The special train, upon which Secretary Oartleld rode, arrived at Moun-taina- ir
at 7 o'clock Sunday night. It
was composed of four private cars
besides the secretary were
aboard
and
President E. P. 'Ripley, of the Santa
Ke, General Manager J. E. Hurley, of
the Santa Fe. George T. Nicholson,
third vice president of the Santa Fe,
W, It. Story, system engineer of the
Santa Fe, and several officers of the
Vnlted States reclamation service.
The train was met by members oj
the Mountalnair Commercial club
and entertained In a manner befitting
the occasion. After greetings were
exchanged, the train was sidetracked,
the occupants going early to bed, so
as to be up in time In the morning to
see the sun rise over the most fertile,
level and ideal expanse of soil in New
Mexico. One standing on a high point
In Mountalnair can see sixty miles
across the Estancla valley and the
sun rising over this vast expanse of
ground almost as level as a billiard
table, Is a scene not soon to be
To the rear are the pine clad
Manzano mountains.
Grandest of Sights.
"It Is the grandest sight I ever
saw," said Secretary Garfield to members of the party on the platform of
his private car. "That valley ought
to have water on It."
Secretary Garfield did not make
the people of Mountalnair any promises, but told them that he would
recommend that engineers from the
reclamation service give the Estancla
valley immediate attention.
President Ripley explained the stop
over night at Mountalnair as follows:
"We have spent several days along
the Rio Grande valley and found the
weather there very warm. We were
In El Paso night before last and up
the Rio Grande division Sunday, I
promised Mr. Garfield a cool night's
sleap and a sunrise that was worth
seeing. And I gave him both," concluded Mr. Ripley.
The special train left El Paso Sunday morning piloted by Superintendent W. K. Btter and arrived at Belen
at 6 o'clock Sunday evening. The
incline of Albo Pass was climbed between 6 and 7 o'clock, and the beauties of A'bo canyon were viewed as
the sun was setting.

August
York,
13.
The
Standard Oil decision and the popular outcry against corporation misdeeds
nil other Issues
In the stock market this week. Prices
havo undergone a sharp reaction and
there ire indications that liquidation
Is still Incomplete.
In the public
mind the decline In securities is
largely attributed to the recent attacks upon corporations.
Undoubtedly these have had u disturbing effect, but they are by no means the
only or even the chief cause. As has
been persistently pointed
out, the
main reason for reaction In the
stock exchange Is the exceedingly
unsatisfactory
condition
of the
money market resulting from general overdoing.
Hank reserves are low and without liquidation there will
be
no
chance
for replenishment
before
g
demands begin. These
have been delayed somewhat by
backwardness of the growing season,
but they must soon be faced. It Is
unfortunate that these demands
promise to assert themselves at a
time when financial reserves are low
and when the demands of general
business will be very pressing.
It Is doubly unfortunate that such
demands should come at a time of
unusual strain in the security markets; for the latter are In an exceedingly sensitive condition and likely
to De tne nrst to yield to monetary
pressure.
If all accounts are true.
there Is likely to be a brisk demand
for funds this fall. General business
in the west is still very active and
with prices at their present high
level the efficiency of money is materially diminished.
must
Relief
come from somewhere, and will be
readily
by
pressure
obtained most
on
the point of greatest weakness,
which as present is in Wall street.
Credit
Credits are still
and
In some quarters
there has been
more or less
Our supply of capital Is exhausted, and In
consequence new enterprises must be
postponed until the country has had
an opportunity of replenishing iia
supply of capital.
The reserves of the New Tork
banks a week ago stood at $7,000,-00against $14,000,000
last year,
$12,000,000 the year before and
in 1904. The western bank
reserves are also lower than usual,
but this is partly explained by the
fact that they are large holders of
commercial paper which will shortly mature 'and provide
them with
means for moving the crops. Nevertheless, the burden of the latter is
also felt directly or indirectly at this
center.
How New Tork Is going to stand
any particular dram rrom the interior remains te be seen. The situation abroad is not favorable to our
obtaining any great assistance there.
The European markets have strains
and troubles of their own, besides
which they are less disposed than
formerly to give us financial aid, ow
ing in part to recent developments
In corporation affairs. The treasury
Is In a good position for affording
assistance and considerable help may
no expected rrom this quarter.
Cron Condition (Joocl.
Outside of Wall street conditions
are generally satisfactory.
It now
looks as if we should have a good
corn crop, probably the third In slie
In our history, If weather conditions
continue favorable.
This Important
crop has made very rapid recovery
during the past two months and now
gives fair promise of an abundant
yield, provided It escapes early frost.
The condition of spring wheat Is
poor, but the winter wheat harvest
has turned out better than expected.
and some reliable crop authorities
are looking for a yield possibly as
high as 660,000.000
For
bushels.
corn the outlook Is 2,600,000,000.
Throughout the west business con
tlnue-- on an active scale.
There has been no recession of
consequence In sales of goods going
into consumption.
The masses are
prosperous and spending freely. Our
farming classes are richer than ever
In their history and better able than
ever to withstand any agricultural
setback. Fortunately, there Is no
prospect of the latter at this writing.
The only sign of recession in any ul
rection Is that referred to above, the
stoppage of new business enterprises
Imposed by the limitations
of the
money market.
parts
In
all
of the country
Bankers
are becoming exceedingly conserva
tive and are effectively applying the
operations.
brakes on questionable
In no part of the country can any
presslmisni
be discovered
Torres
ponding to that which exists on
Island
south of Fulton
Manhattan
street. That seems to be the bluest
spot on earth Just now.
Icadcrs Disturbed.
Many of our great corporation
leaders are much disturbed and dis
pleased at the recent activity of gov
ernment and state officials. For this
they can hardly be blamed, since not
a few state attacks are Indiscrimi
Nevertheless,
nate and
In
corporation
an era of reform
management has already begun, the
effect of which will ultimately be
and will
beneficial to stockholders
do much towards removing the political and social discontent which
has been rising In a threatening degree for several years past.
There is the best of reason for
stating that the federal government
has no "trust smashing" policy in
view.
There has been much exaggeration a to the Intentions of the
government In this respect, and all
that Is likely to be enforced so far
as can be ascertained Is a quiet but
firm policy of compelling the great
corporations to obey the law equally
with the humblest citizens.
if course, there Is more or less
public hysteria connected with these
movements, but this In time will
and the results of past agitation will unquestionably leave ui
permanently higher standards
With
and
of corporate management

A MINING SPECULATION THAT IS ON THE SQUARE
Some few months njro the undersigned acquired control of four rliolce
mining claims In the Great Cracker Jack Minim; District, Death Valley,
Oil Torn In, and In May Incorporated the Coicr ITInoo Mining company
I
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Kczetna.

For the good of those suffering
with eczema or other such trouble, I
wish to say, my wife had something
of that kind and after using the doctors' remedies for some time concluded to try Chamberlain's Salve and
It proved to be better than anything
she had tried. For sale by all
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Iris Hoey, for Whose Sake. Young Packle Tried to Die.
London, Aug. 9. Mad infatuation the while he was very downhearted
for Iris Hoey, an actress, led Shir- and said:
ley Fackle, 18 years of
son of a
"
Is the last time I shall see
wealthy stock broker to attempt sul-- 1 you This
for I mean to do what I have
ciue uy snooung nimsen wnue riding said.'
In a hansom cab with the girl, from
She, Couldn't lrevent It.
whom he was about to be separated
"I then realized for the first time
almost an exact duplication of the that
was In earnest, and I retragedy, when Caesar Young killed fused he
to let him go home alone.
himself while riding in a hansom
"I Jumiped back into the cab after
cab with Nan Patterson,
a New
York actress. He Is now in a hos- him and Insisted upon taking him
hi" father's house.
to
pital and may die.
"iie watt still lamenting the lact
For several months the young man
has been infatuated with Miss Hoey that he was very unhaippy, and that
no kin to "Old Hobs" whom he this was the last time he would see
met causually in a Strang restaur- me.
ant.
"I did not know he had a revolver
He followed her to her boarding with him. When I found It out I
house, leaving his own home, took held his hands to try to keep him
rooms in the same house as the ac- from shooting himself.
tress.
"Suddenly he succeeded in tearing
Fackle was employed In the
one hand away and I saw the glithis ter of the revolved. The Are followbank and neglected
business, giving all his time to the ed, the cab stopped, and Mr. Fackle,
company of Miss Hoey.
who had fallen down in a heap in
He followed her about England the cab, was lifted up by a policeand his parents tried desperately to man. I was assisted by a lady and
gentleman who were passing at the
break the attachment.
On one occasion his father wrote time. Mr. Fackle exclaimed to the
to the actress. "Are you the woman policeman, 'I have done It all mywho has taken my baby boy away? self."
I will have you kicked out of every
"I was delirious for a time, but I
remember going to the hospital In
theatre in London."
a
cab. I was In a
Father Calls Halt.
Finally Fackle's father decided to condition all the time."
send him to Canada ' to force him
away from Miss Hoey: It was this Clioinberlnln's
Colic,
Cholera and
resolve that led to the shooting.
Diarrhoea "Remedy, I letter
He called on the actress and had
Than Three Doctors.
tea with her, so melancholy that he
"Three years ago we had three
could hasM- -t talk.
doctors with our little boy and every"He , . .sked me to spend his thing that they could do seemed In
g in London with him" vain. At last when all hope seemed
last er- said Tfr Oioev, and after supper to be gone we began using Chamhe
l.at he Intended to com- berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarmit aichc
rhoea Remedy and in sr few hours he
laugh this off, but he began to Improve. Today he is as
to
"I tried
said he was In earnest, but I could healthy a child as parents wish for."
not believe it.
Mrs. B. J. Johnston, Linton, Miss.
"He drove me home In a cab. All For sale by all druggists.
Anglo-Egypti-

semi-conscio-

tor

The Age of Reason
bluff may go in a poker game, but in a cold blooded
'business transaction, you have got to show what your
k
hand contains. The day of guff and flim-flaand
statements is passing. Men want facts upon which
they can figure.
A

m

gold-bric-

do not need to quote our circulation results speak
for themselves. If you advertise in the Albuquerque Citizen, you advertise in a paper that enters more homes,
is more widely read and more enthusiastically endorsed
than any other paper within the boundaries of the territory. Observe the trend of events, and decide if this is true.
We

evening paper is logically the best medium for advertising. In the morning, men and women have time onl
for the headlines and important news they have work to
do. In the evening, the day's work, is done, and they
have leisure, to read, not only the news, but the advertisements, as well. Apply reason to this and decide if it

An

is true.

The Albuquerque Citizen has at its disposal, a practical
and experienced advertisement writer, who has made a
thorough study of modern newspaper advertising, who will
give any assistance you may desire, or who will relieve
you entirely of the preparation of your advertisements, if
you so wish. The Albuquerque Citizen exercises discretion and taste in the setting of advertisements, and the
page. Weigh these advantages,
result is a well shown-uand decide if they are worthy.
p

Observe!
Reason!
Decide!

THE

with a capital stock of 300,000 nlmrn at $1.00 each. We Intended to
Inimcdiuu-lsell enough treasury stock to proscct tlio property but
we were prepared to do so wo found Indications so promising we
concluded to do tlio preliminary work oiirvclvcs. Since then the biggest
mining men In tlio country have acquired all the property surrounding us.
The claim known as the Peterson property adjoining us on tho cast was
wold for 30,000 to Morris DroOiem, of Helena, Montana, who have installed

over-shadow-

CITIZEN ' PUBLISHING

COMPANY

a tramline lioist and have Uireo shifts working dny and night, and are
now in an Immense body of copper and gold ore.
Tlio claim known as tho Tungate Mine, adjoining us on Uic south end
of three of our claims, was Inst week sold for $150,000 to a Montana
syndicate, the development work at that time Imvlng gone through over
50 feet qf high grade ore.

crop-movin-

Deck and Wilson, Gold field parties, ow ning three claims adjoining us
on the north, have from 300 to 400 tons of ore on tlie dump, which tliey are
sacking for tdUpment and which samples from $150 to $600 per ton.
Tlio Cracker Jack Company, Ixw Angeles parties owning tlie property
on the west of us, at a depth of 112 feet havo gone through over 30 foot of
lilgh grade ore, and still are not through tlie ledge.
We have concluded to sink our shaft, which Is now down 40 feet, at
least 100 feet deeper, and In order to raise the money to do so will ttell
10,000 shares of our treasury stock at 25 cents per share, and will assure the
investor Mutt not a dollar will bo wasted, as tho management Is entirely
under our control and no officers draw any salary. If we find It
necessiiry to offer any more stock for sale tlie price mill surely be 40 cents
to 50 cents iht slmre, as we luive every reason to believe we have a
great mine, and UuU our stock under tlie small capitalisation of $300,000
will eventually be worth anywhere from $10 to $20 per share.
If so,
500 aliarcs tl mt can today be purcliased for the sum of $125, would bo
worth anywhere from $5,000 to $10,000.
If you desire a small block of those 10,000 shares, or any otlter Information, address eltlicr of tlio local officers of tlio company,
CHARLES MELIXI, Vice President.
M. W. FLOURXOY, Treasurer.
D. K. It. SELLERS, Secretary.
Room 9, Cromwell Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Over-Extende- d.

over-extend-

over-tradin- g.

0,

$56,-000,0-
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The outlook for the stock market
We can only
Is hardly promising.
our advice to our customers
C"'oiie
t,e
to
tautiou in getting Into debt.
SI.m ks even at these price s cannot
In regarded as cheap so long as
money coriiuunds Its present rates.
I with
going still
tl'..: pr:specta
of
.
Thf re Is no real cure for
Ihl'.-liericent congestion In the secur- -

naikets, except liquidation,' which
a ralnful but necessary remedy.
A considerable short interest has
been developed,
the covering of
which may at any time cause sharp
rallies. No permanent rise in the
market, however, can be expected
until money rates return to the normal. This cannot be accomplished
until securities have touched a lower level. The prospects, therefore,
are for a irregular market; occasional rallies being followed by still further dips downward. Much caution
will be necessary in stock market

For an Impaired Appetite.
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U

operations for the next few months.
HENRY CLEWS.

ARRESTED

i
De Wit
,t
Salve pen
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quickly. S.
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Improve the appetite
and
strengthen the digestion try a few
doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seltz. of Detroit, Mich., says: "They restored my
appetite when impaired, relieved me
of a bloated feeling and caused a
pleasant and satisfactory movement
of the bowels." Price 25 cents. Samples free. All druggists.
To

;

,
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'
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Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup
acts gently upon the bowels and
clears the whole system of coughs
and colds. It promptly relieves inflammation of the throat and allays
IrritaUon. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly It
Co.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER

AND FINED

S
PAINT Covers more, looks best, wsars
the longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILD INO
PAPER Always la stock.
Plaster, Lima, Cement.
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.

SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

OYER

PHONE

WIRES

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEZ.

Cheyenne, Wyo., August 13. Thirty-fmiles separated Justice W. P.
Carroll and Albert Bristol, when, this
morning, the court fined the latter
$15 and costs for assault and battery
on Miles Fiistgerald. Bristol entered
a plea of guilty over the telephone,
the court inflicted the fine through
the same medium and Bristol promised to send a check for the money
(by the llrst mall.
The assault occurred at the Bard ranch on Bear
and neither Fitzcreek yesterday
gerald nor Bristol came to town,
Fitzgerald securing the Issuance of a
warrant by telephone and Bristol retaining legal advice In the same way.
Bristol's attorney appeared In court
this morning and arranged for the
trial by telephone.
ive

A. O. BILICKE and JOHN 8. MITCHELL Invite

New Mexico headquarter

their friends to
at

The Hollenbeck Hotel
Lo$ Angeles, California

Tour friendship and patronage is appreciated. Courtesy ana
attention to guests Is a pleasure ta us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cafe
better than ever. Location convenient and desirable.
Depot and beach 11ns cars stop at the Hollenbeck door.

DeWltfs Kidney and Bladder Pills
are best for backache and weak kidneys. Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.
HARRIMAN HAS

Albuquerque

R.

UTILE ID SAY
Chicago, 111.. August 13. E. H
Ifarrlman spent three hours In Chicago today as a break In a vacation
tour to the far west. Julius Krutt- schnltt, director of maintenance of
the Union Pacific, will Join him. later
on his trip.
"Are you worried about Attorney
General Bonaparte's
threat against
the Harrlman system and the results
of the interstate commerce commission's action?"
"I am not worried about those
things at present, or any other business matters," he replied. "They are
not on my mind."
"What do you think of the fine imposed upon the Standard Oil company
by Judge Iandls?"
"I do not care to discuss It," he
replied.

Foundry and
. MALL,

Machine

Works

Proprietor

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars;

Chart-ing- s.

Pulleys, Orade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns an J Iros
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmlro on Mining mmd mill Mmohlmory m Bpoololtr
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerqua. N at

n
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Albuquerque Lumber Co,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinikote Rooting

First and Marqoette

Oet a free sample of Dr. Phoop's
"Health Coffee" at our store, if real
coffee disturbs your Stomach, your
Heart or Kidneys, then try this clever
has
Dr. Shoop
Coffee imitation.
closely matched Old Java and Mocha
Coffee in flavor and taste, yet It has
not a single grain of real Coffee In It.
fir. Shoop'i Health Coffee Imitation 0
U made from pure toasted grains or
Made
cereals, with Malt, Nuts, etc.
You
No tedious wait
In a minute.
"4 by C. U.
will surely like it.
,
Brlgham.

Alboqaerqae, New Mexico

The St. Elmo
BARNETT,

Prop'r.

West Railroad

Avenue

JOSEPH

j (20

0004Os000

00Osfisr
Finest Whiskies

J

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAMPLE AND

CLUB ROOMS
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ALBUQUERQUE

THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
PUBLISHED DAILY AND WEEKLY
By the Citizen Publishing Company of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

W. S. STRICKLOR

Entered an rcnnd-rln- s
matter at tbe
ndcr Act of Coiigrc,9 of March 3, 1879.

.

.$3.00
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only Illustrated dally nrwnapcr la
medium of tlie Southwest.
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of Albuquerque, X. M.,

Mexico and tiie best

TIIE AIRUQrKIlQlE CITIZEN IS:
Tlio leading Republican dally and weekly newspaper of tbo Southwest.
Tlie advocate of Republican principles and tbo "Square Ieal."
THE AIJirQVKnQVE CTTIZEX HAS:
Tbe finest equipped Job department In New Mexico.
Tlie latest reports by Associated rrcss and Auxiliary News Service.
"WE GET THE NEWS FIIIST."

He WitC Succeed
"I shall expect the unqualified, honest and sincere support for both the
territorial and national republican administrations from every official holding office or commission under my regime In this territory."
The new governor, when he announced that he Intended to condjet a
republican administration, was rather held up to doubt by some papers of
New Mexico.
They said he was a democrat and that he would conduct a
luke warm administration.
Governor Curry, with his usual decisive way of doing- - things, promptly
Save the lie to such Insinuations by stating plainly and pointedly that every
man who aspired to hold office under him In this territory would do so
s a republican by supporting, aiding and abetting the
republican party.
Nothing Is more characteristic of George Curry than the above.
He is not
the man to play the part of the wolf in sheep's clothing.
Governor Curry said he would support the policies of President Roose-ve- tl
and Governor Curry will Uo so to the best of his ability.
Under recent conditions, there have been too many
republican
officials, who secretly were catering to factions absolutely antagonistic to
the president and to the great party for which he stands. These men were
secretly doing everything In their power to down the republican pnrty and
the republican leaders In Xew Mexico.
They applied names and Insinuations to Theodore Itoosevelt entirely uncalled for and not in any manner borne out by the facts.
They truckled to
a small set of disgruntled politicians who had but one object the destruction of the republican party, the ruin of republican leaders and their own
political advancement.
The Citizen knows that Governor Curry wants peace and harmony and
The Citizen hopes that this frank avowal of bis policy on the part of the
new executive will result in bringing Into line every one with whom he may
have to deal.
At the same time, knowing the malice in the hearts of these men above
referred to. The Citizen believes that their attempt to climb the fence and
support the new administration will be an utter failure.
The Citizen Is of
the opinion that within a short time, they will be fighting Governor Curry
und the republican party as bitterly and as viciously as they have in the past.
Indeed it Is hard to see how they can consistently do otherwise.
They
have called the president a fool, a dupe and a scheming politician.
They
have cast reflections upon his Integrity, his honor and his ability . They
have branded the republican leaders and the republican legislature as thieves
and rascals and they have applauded the men who sold their votes In the last
legislative assembly.
However, if they desire to line up with a republican administration and
to support the republican party, territorial and national, they will be Inconsistent, but they will have shown a disposition to at least right a few
pt the wrongs they have done.
In not making a wholesale removal among territorial officials, the new
governor has shown great wisdom but he did not fail at the same time to
declare himself openly against the manner In which some of the present
officials secured their Jobs.
He said I personally do not approve of giving Jobs to members of a legislature because I do not consider It conducive to. honesty or good government.
Nothing Governor Curry could have done at this time would have
served to place him In better standing with the people of New Mexico than
to come out openly and declare himself and his principles as he has done.
The new governor will win out and he will win as no governor of New Mexico has ever won out. If he sticks to the policy he has outlined.
All the republican leaders want and all the people want is a clean and
honest administration of territorial affairs and a square deal.
They want
residents of New Mexico to hold office and they want these men selected for
their fitness and not for their votes.
Governor Curry has the right views on the subject and no honest man
can fall to endorse his stand.
He Is sent to this territory as a republican governor and he therefore
Intends to conduct a republican administration.
If he appoints a democrat to office because he Is a good man, he expects that man to support the
republican administration because he Is appointed under a republican ban-tiand the success and the honor of a republican governor depends upon
his doing so.
The Citizen can not too strongly endorse the
taken by the new
governor and The Citizen believes that the people stand
generally will support
Governor Curry to the last ditch.
It Is certainly a relief to have an executive who is capable of doing
things and thinking things for himself and Governor Curry Is without doubt
that sort of a man.
He will succeed.
.

er

Judge A, B. Fall, one of the best known attorneys in the southwest, was
appointed attorney general of New Mexico yesterday.
It Is understood that
the eminent attorney will accept the appointment.
The Citizen knows that
If he does so, he will take the office at a cost of time, money and pleasure to
himself In order to serve the people of New Mexico and aid and assist his life
long friend, George Curry.
Judge Fall is too well known In New Mexico
to need eulogy. He Is one of the men who rose from the ranks to stand
In the lead.
He began his career In this territory, as he himself said,
"polishing the head of a drill."
He was a miner a man who first learned
to work with his hands and then rose step by step to a higher position of
honor, trust and prominence.
Judge Fall will please the people of New
Mexico because he Is one of them.
He, will please the miners because he is
a miner; he will please the rancher because he Is a rancher; he will please
the legal fraternity because he Is an attorney of unlimited ability; he will
please each and every one because he is one of the common people bankers, merchants and clerks.
He will be a safe advisory and legal official
because he has wide and varied experience In matters of law.
Moreover,
he will honestly and consistently conduct the affairs of his office for the best
Interests of all and without malice or prejudice.
It Is to be hoped that
Governor Curry can keep the high standard set in Judge Fall in the appointment of other territorial officials from time to time.

Its enough to make a man hot under the collar.
Is New Mi'Yleo nnv
worse man iitr wisier icriuory, Arizona:
course sne lsn t:
Judgi
Koaey, who owes everything he Is to the territory he now denounces. Is responsible for some dozen editorial notices such as the following, which are
being bruited about among Arizona papers. For shame! "It Is not on record
that Joint statehood was mentioned by the president when he was conferring
this week with the visiting statesmen from New Mexico.
But Judge Rodey
gave the president some information concerning New Mexico that should
cause him to hesitate before he further Insists on Arizona becoming a province of that corrupt and corrupting territory. International-America- n
of
Douglas, Arizona.
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"I am hitched to a cart In which the public rides." John r.
feller.
What the public kicks on Is the stiff fare It gets stuck for.

Rocke-

Those predictions of a telegraphers' strike came true to a dot.
The
dashes are being supplied by the people who can't get their messages off.
g;-- t

perforated It will be a "Holey" war.

The Idea of London complaining of noise sounds like a juke to the
Albuquerque man who lives near the railroad yards.
Rockefeller may be the public's servant ,as be says, but the public has

a deuce of a time firing him.

There Is said to be a very bright comet
find as the Cortelyou boom.
There

Is

In

the sky, but it is as hard to

certainly a bumper crop of automobile victims this year.
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SHORT STORIES

avenue, yesterday.
J. B. Koch, superintendent of sales
for the American Lumber company.
has gone to El Paso on business.
Mcintosh Brown benefit dance at
Colombo Hall, next Thursday evening. $1 per ticket, and a good time
furnished free.
A.- D. Johnson, a local contractor.
will soon leave for San Acasla to
execute a contract for lavinir some
irrigating pipe.
The M. Nash Electrical
enmnanv
began Installing an electric lighting
system In the new domitories at the
local I dlan school.
Mrs. Michael Dillon and daughters.
Misses Aggie and Helena, and son
b rands, have returned from a visit
to relatives in Plttslield, 111.
Dr. C. H. Conner and his brother.
Dr. D. L. Conner, of Phoenix, Ariz.,
left last night for a visit to their former home In Kirksvllle, Mo.
Civil service examinations for the
position
Immigration Inspector
of
were held in this cllv vesterdav and
five applicants took the tests.
The sidewalk in front of the Will
iams' drug store between First and
Second streets on Central avenue, is
receiving much needed repairs.
lion. Sylvester Mirabal. of S an Ttn- fael, N. M., is in the city on busi
ness
Air. Jiirabal was a member
of the lower house of the late leg
islature.
Ellas E. Baca, one of the mojt
prominent Spanish-America- n
orators
in the territory, who has been visit
ing In the city, will leave tonight for
his home In Socorro.
A divorce was granted
to
Mrs.
Samuel liastas from her husband,
Lorenzo Garcia yesterday afternoon
by Judge Ira A. Abbott. The grounds
up on which the decree was allowed
was abandonment and
Jesus Romero, probate Judge of
Bernalillo county, who has Just returned from Santa Fe, where he at.
tended the Inauguration of Govern s
Curry, says the new executive impresses him as being the best governor Xew Mexico has ever had.
Attorney Elfego Baca, the well
known local attorney, has been employed to assist the district attorney
In the prosecution of Emlllo Valies,
charged with stealing mules from
Matlas Contreras, a prominent merchant of La Joya, Socorro county.
A delegation of Shrlners from the
local temple, Ballut Abyad, will go to
Silver City on August 28 to confer degrees of the order on about thirty
novices there.
Any Albuquerque
Shrlner who contemplates making the
trip, should notify Secretary Harry
Bullard at once so that he can arrange for accommodations.
Word has been received by Sheriff
Perfecto Armljo of the death of Mariano C. Samanlego, one of the most
prominent
business men of Tucaor.
Mr. Samanlego was well known in
this city and spent his early life in
this territory being a school mate of
Hon. Solomon Luna, Sheriff Armljo
and others of this city. The funeral
took place last Sunday at Tucson.
Richard Dillon, known to every
merchant
in the territory as
plain "Dick," last week boughtJuta
"Northern"
runabout
auto
from
Charles Cotton of Gallup. The machine was brought here and is in a
local garage being polished up. It
will make Its appearance as soon as
Mr. Dillon has time to take a few
lessons In the art of chauffeurlng.
Hon. Solomon Luna entertained a
few friends at dinner at the
last night. In the parly were
Dr. W. P. Wlltwer and Fred Hun-Inof Los Lunas, and Dr. N. E.
Jobes. of Indianapolis.
Dr.
Jobes
left this morning for his Hoosier
home after a pleasant visit in the
.eriltory with Dr. Wittwer.
They
were classmates
In
preparatory
non-suppo- rt.

y.

1907.
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"Guilty or not guilty?" said the
Judge, as Margaret Currln came to
the stand.
Every eye In that throng of curious court room spectators was on
the young girl, barely 20, who stood
at the bar of Justice answering to a
charge of grand
larceny. Sensational Interest had developed In the
"15.000 shortage" in the Newfoundland Savings bank, when the clever
young woman assistant of the cashier was arrested, charged with the
crime, the day after the discovery.
A few days before she had sent her
Invalid mother to California for her
health, und the little crippled broth-e- r
to a specialist
for treatment
Then came the discovery.
Suspicion
against the girl grew stong. She
was asked about the theft In the office,
fcihe broke down.
The grand
Jury returned an indictment against
her.
Now she was to answer. Her attorney had advised her to plead "no:
guilty."
"I am guilty," was-thanswer t
the court,
A simultaneous
gasp came from
the lips of the crowd. It was scarc3-lconceivable
that this Innocent
blue-eye- d
girl could have taken such
a sum of money.
The judge was puzzled.
"I cannot accept your plea," said
he, finally, looking down at the childlike face before him.
"I feel I must look Into your
case."
"But, your honor, I am guilty,"
she persisted.
The court remained firm and the
prisoner was led from the room.
Four weary days and nights the
girl dragged out In the county Jail.
The matron, a kind motherly person, appealed to by the judge and by
the presence, of the prisoner herself, treated the young woman with
greater regard than she showed frr
most of her prisoners. As she came
to
more of the nature of the girl
placed In her care, she began to Jeci
the awful contrast in the case. Her-was a mere child with an almost
babyish expression of innocence in
her face there was the crime, tnc
theft of $5,000.
The matron had a talk with the
Judge the day before the one set for
the second pleading. What she told
him made the lines In his great,
broad forehead draw deeper. IJ?
was clearly In a quandary. He had
Investigated and found the evidence
against the girl even greater than he
had imagined.
It was the day for the second
hearing. Margaret Currin now appeared tor the second time before
the Judge. Again the curious crowd
had gathered.
This time the eager
onlookers saw a face more draw;:
and haggard than before.
"What Is your plea?" asked the
court.
A disturbance at the back of the
room revealed a young man forcing
his way to the front row of spectators. He waited expectantly until
the answer came.
"I am guilty."
Rushing to the girl's side he threw
up his hands.
"Your honor, 1 protest, she is Innocent."
The girl turned. She began to
tremble violently.. It was Robertson,
the cashier who jlad left ten days before on his vacation whom she now
recognized standing beside her.
"I am the guilty one," he cried out
while the crowd, already breathless,
stood stupWled.
A bailiff had jumped toward the
man but the judge motioned him
aside.
"Let's hear this .man's story."
His arms waving wildly, every
muscle in his face twitching with excitement, gawping- now and then for
breath. Robertson told his story.
"I took the money. She discovered
the shortage. She unged me to make
good.
I told her I feared I could
not. Still I promised her I would try-trtraighten things out for her.
"I worked hard. The constant figuring and saving each week in the
hopes of finally making a settlement

DISCOUNT

1

The YOUNG HOUSRKFFPFR

ililli

Should furnish her closets and sideboard
with china graceful in its lines, beauteous in design, made of such clay and so
baked as to be a model of elegance and
ntandwear strength. Plenty of it in our
large collection of table and other wear
for every housekeeper old or young
in town.
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Now is the Time to Fill up Your Patterns

F. H. Strong

Only

Strong Block
Corner 2d and Copper

Thing For a Picnic
The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket

y

UVce
SI

food

'

Comjxirlmenl

Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Injj dispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: ::

!!

e

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
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was too much forme. I went away.
I could not bear to face her.
Here Va speaker broke down. He

fell over In the arms of the sheriff seated nearby.
The girl leaned
down over him.
i'-t- .
"you
"And you," he murmured,
told them you took the money
."
And the money order
she
"What It was from you?"
cried.
"Your mother and brother," he
strained to catch the words now
scarcely audible.
The face of the girl drew nearer
to his.
"I went Into the wilds of Canada
expecting never to return. I sent Eclipse Wind Mills, Lightning
the order In your uncle's name. By
Mowers and Binders, Bain
accident I saw a newspaper. There
I read all."
ALL KINDS
He reached his hand up to her
forehead and pushed back a lock of
WrItP us for
brown hair.
"There Is only one reason you Catalogue anil Frlocs
thlsN
'brought
and
would have done
disgrace on your family."
The words were almost lost.
sooner
"Oh that love realized
from
saved me
have
would
crime, but too late."
She heard no more. He was unconscious even of her.
1
Our Black Cat stocklng3 for msn.
women and children outwear any
They are ft
thing on the market.
111" :i
boon to everybody who has no time,
Inclination or abHity for darning; 12 t
1
May's
C.
paJr.
Shoe
to 50 cents
store, 314 West Central avenue.
One pint mineral water cures and
prevents constipation. Ask your gro
cer for It.

Hay Presses, Walter A Wood
and Old Hickory wagons
VEHICLES

J. Korber & Co.
.

ALBUQUEROUE
NEW MEXICO

These Are
Carriage
Buying

m

Days

Easy Terms

and
Low Prices

PEOPLE Q)

READ,)

,n ummer months? If you
l' en3oy
do don't ler.,.bUlnfw "J?nI?J6 urge
you to buy an expensive
vehicle
we have many good styles within the

rfnTwigonT of
Stanhopes. Surrey-Fanall kindf16 Don'tunbout'
stay away because you are not rich. Come and see

Albuquerque Carriage

Corner First and Tljeras Road.

g.

Dr. K. S. Spindler, one of the most
popular of the sheep inspectors the
government has in New Mexico, left
this morning for Alamogordo,
N.
M . to
attend the obsequies of Dr.
li o. II. Robinson, sheep Inspector
for the Alamogordo
district,
who
pa'sed away at Alamogordo yester-li.Dr. Spindler, with several other members of the department, have
received orders to divide the district
foimerly officiated over by Dr. Robinson.
The Tresbyterlan Brotherhood will
hold their regular monthly meeting
promptly at 8 o'clock this evening In
their parlors of the church. An interesting program has been arranged.
There will be musical numbers and
as usual a lunch. Mr. Mayuard and
Uoulil will Bing.
McSpadd-sMr.
will play on the piano and Mr. Ellis
will give a trombone solo.
All men
connected In any way with the Presbyterian church ate invited to be
present.
Hiss Alice Redewill, sister of Dr.
R.xiewin of Fort Bayard. N. M., arrived front the south this morning a:.d
after spending a few hours in lh
city, left on the California limited fur
Oakland. Cal., where she will resume
her studies of music. Miss Redewill
has been summering with her brother amid the pleasant environments of
Fort Bayard. After till winter 'it
Mills college at Oakland. Miss Redewill will go to Paris next year u
to.npkte her musical education.
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CROCKERY AND GLASSWARE
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By Bruce W. Brown.
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ALSO APPLIES TO ALL

f
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A PLEA IN VAIN.

DO YOU GET THE CITIZEN?

A baby boy was born to Mr. and
Mrs. J. A.. Scales, of 323 West Coal

THAT 20

to

he rmtiduiit
Owing to the fact that even
the best carrier boys The Cltl-se- n
is able to secure will now
and then full to deliver your paper and also owing to the fact
that your neighbor may now
and then unthinkingly appropriate The Citizen left at your
door and forget to return it,
this paper has arranged with
the Postal Telegraph company
to deliver you an extra copy In
the event that yours falls to
reach you. There Is no additional expense to you. If your paper does not reach you by regular carrier call up the Postal
company
Telegraph
PHONE
NUMBER 36 and tell them. A
messenger boy will supply you
with a copy of The Citizen. In
this manner, we can also keep
track of the "misses" of our
own carriers and you can get
your paper rain or shine.
REMEMBER THE NUMBER
PHONE 36.

TVEKDAV,

mien
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AHOUT TOWN

One year by mail In advance
One month by mall
One mouth by carrier within city limits.

Moors

SEE E.

MANAGING EDITOR

svnsoiurnox hates.

If the

o.

SEE E.

CITIZEN.

E. O. Trice. I am here to stay. I like the town and
I like the people. The climate Is the acme of anything and everything desirable. I have established the K. O. Trice Real Estate Agoncy. My office
Is 212 Pouth Second street bear that number In mind, 213 South Second
Street If yon have anything In my line to sell see E. O. Price. I will sell
It for you. If you have anything to rent see E. O. Price. I will rent It for
you. My bread and butter depends upon giving you good and prompt service. Call and see me and lets get acquainted.

Trlcn

WILLIAM F. BROGAN

PRESIDENT

Th

My name Is

EVENING

AD VER TISEMENTS

The historical
ory Chair.

'Old

Hick- -

Light, comfoi table, durable
and esjecialy adapted to hard
service.

ARE READING
THIS ONE

WS

1

Andrew Jackson Chair

YlUJ
A7

Co.

Price

. .

$2.75
ROCker to match 3.25

....

Come and see our line of
OLD HICKORY FURNITURE

ALBERT FABER'S
308-31- 0

W. Central Avenue

Staab Building

ArfilST

TVKKDAY.

ALBUQUERQUE

10T.
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LIEUT

G

CARTER CLAIMS STAR GAZERS WITNESS NATIVE
E

HA. J. MALOY

AT

SON

IN

C1TIZO.
AL-

-

BUQUERQUE

FORT.

E

EVENING

PAftB FIVE.

SANTA
SIX

JAIL

E

LAYS

FE

CREWS

OFF

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

ON

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
.

At Consistent

NUE

Prices

WESTEND

j j

214 Central Avenue
S
H
K

The place to get

any- -

thing in the line of the
famous brand
CLUB HOUSE
CANNED FRUITS

and VEGETABLES
m

A full line always in
stock
Our Prices ARE right
You know the goods

Chaplain Bateman to Perform Shower Began at Ten O'clock Youthful Thief Captured After Albuquerque Animated by
ey
Long
PromiLast Night and Continued
Ceremony-Ma- ny
Strlke'Scare-Rum- or
Found
Gets Reward.
Several Hours.
nent Guests Present.
Without Grounds.
Chaplain C. C. Bateman, of Fort
array
Bayard, the United
States
muiilarlum located near Silver City,
M.,
county,
upending
is
N.
the
Urant
by
day In the city, accompanied
Mrs. Bateman.
Chaplain
and Mrs.
This evening
bateman will go to Fort Wlnga.te, N.
H'., where tomorrow afternoon
the
chaplain will preside at one of the
to
marriages
fashionable
t.ust
take
place In army circles of the west in
Many years.
The groom Intended and the bride
to be are Lieutenant V. B. Carter,
of the Sixth Cnlted States cavalry,
and Miss Helen Corlne Hunter,
daughter of Lieutenant Colonel Oeo.
K. Hunter, of the Fifth United States
cavalry, in command of Fort Win-gatLieutenant
Carter is a eon
of Brigadier General Carter, commander of the department
of the
Likes, with headquarters at Chicago
is
one
and
of the promising youug
soldiers of the United States army.
The ceremony will take place at
3 o'clock In the afternoon,
and will
be attended by a large number of
guests representing army circles from
the lakes to the Pacific, and especially of the department of Colorado,
which Includes New Mexico, Arizona,
and a part of Texas.
Brigadier General Earl
Thomas,
commander of the department of
Colorado, will be one of the distinguished guest witnesses to the nuptials.
A splendid banquet and
wedding
spread will be served following the
ceremony.
e.
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People
Pieced
xivery De.y

at

UfirJ

FINE WATER

Jlifotel

lld

Fort Bayard,

Kansas City,
Mo., August 13.
Robert Civthr
son
Jr..
of Robert Cs
Cudahy pack'1'11"0' a foreman at the
was
drowned
Plant,
in the Kaw '"8
river, near the Argon
tine bridge,
morning a Saturday afternoon. Th!
Passing near
the Rex m fwitclin?a"
A
a
rentine br','"
Idge,
sawbody in tne
a
hallow y,,vater near
the bank, and nr..
tip(j
tiu - ..e West Side police. The
body was taken into Daniel Bros, undertaking rooms "Where it was Identified by the boy's father.
According to the story of Dalbert
Lasher, 10 years old, who lives at
837 East Metropolitan avenue, Argentine, the two boys went to the
river to Inspect some tiahlng lines,
belonging to young Cathro. Cathro
removed his clothing and entered the
water to loosen a line that had caught
on a fenag. He suddenly sank And
did not come to the surface. Young
Lasher, fearing that he might possibly be blamed for the accident mil
home and did not tell anyone ab ut
it until the body was found.
-

.

PKKACIIKIt 11AISKS OVFR
$u2.ooo ixm crimen.
Old Orchard Ueach, Maine, August
13.
Rev. Dr. A. B. Simpson of New
Orchard camp
York at the Old
ground has raised $62,363 for the
Christian Alliance of Foreign Missions. There were 453 individual
pledges and gifts, the smallest Jl.
$7,000;
the prisons
the largest
pledged $5,000 and ten of the pledges
aggregated
44.uuu.
Solicitation of Jewelry, which made
e
Simpson collection days
the
spectacular, but was abandoned some
years ago because of public criticism,
was resumed today In mild form. A
diamond ring, a gold necklace, two
plain gold rings, an old watch and
chain nd two small boxes of other
Jewelry were contributed.
old-tim-

C. F. Allen
Galvanized

Cornices,

Ski

ana storage
Tanks, Hot
Tin

X. M

)

HORSES WERE JUST

One of the largest and most beautiful meteoric displays ever seen In
Albuquerque
was witnessed
last
night by a large number of people
who were watching the heavens for
the purpose of gaining a sight of
tr.e Daniel's comet, which Is sweeping along through the skies at the
unnl pace of such visitants.
The metoers bgan to "shoot"
about 10 o'clock last night and grad-uail- y
Increased In number
until
there v.as a constant shower of the
fiery darts falling from the skies at
the rate of 5 to 10 per minute and
the southern heavens were alive with
tiuir glow. The display lasted for
several hours.
August and November are the
months In which meteoric showers
are particularly abundant and It Is
prchnt.lp that these showers will be
nclnhle here for some days to come.
The Daniel's comet, according to
the government and other observa-to'le- s,
will beconw plainly visible to
the i aked eye during the last days
of this month and early September.
It will be nearest the earth on the
riif hi of September 3.

boy,
Fred Faskll, a
the Jurisdiction of
IVobatlon Officer Ruess, of Alameda
county, California, a short time ago,
and for whom letters of description
wore sent out, was caught In this
city this morning by Special Officer
Mulvaney of the Santa Fe nt 10
o'clock. The boy Is now In the cltv
J til. where he will be held pending
As no
instruction from Alameda.
telegraph message can now be trans
mitted on account or the telegraph-erstrike, the matter will have to
be attended to by mall.
Originally young Faskll was
in Oakland, Cal., last July,
for sleeping out, and committed to
the reform school at Alameda, Cal.
Tho probation officer of the county
became Interested In the boy and
Mt him a Job and found him a
home In a respectable family In the
vicinity. The boy was a model of
good behavior for three weeks and
then ran away and. it Is alleged,
took with him $S0 In eah and a
num. er of Jowels belonging to his
I
Immediately
descripenefactors.
tions of the lad, together with an
offer of $25 reward for his enpture,
fie sent out In all directions, one
SOCIETY FOLK ARE
o which was received by the police
cf this city.
Special Officer Mulvaney saw the
boy In
a few days ago, but
at the time he did not know he
by
wanted
the authorities and so
had nn reason to arrest him. SubJ. HrrlH'i-- t Baker Claims Hand of sequently
learning
of the descriptive
JIIkh tJriH'vHve Campbell HUlo
circular he kept on the lookout for
Secret of l'lnit of Honeyyoung
thfl
criminal
and arrested him
moon.
'ii this city this morning.
A quiet wedding took place last
night nt the home of Dr. and Mrs,
W. W. Spargo, 6 23 North Fourth TRAVELING
MEN'S
Genevieve
unit. The bride. Miss
Campbell, formerly
of Wheeling,
Won Virginia. Is the sister of Mrs.
DAY AT BIG FAIR
Spargo and the brldgegroom, J. Herbert Baker, is a well known young
lLs!ness man of Albuquerque, and
A number of Knights of the Road
a s ol of Mrs. A. J. Maloy, the wife
nvenue merchant. connected with Albuquerque wholeof the Central
inly relatives and a few Intimate sale houses met in the hall over
friends of the young coupla were Zelrjer'a Cafe last night and selected
present at the ceremony which was committees to take charge of the
pt r formed by Hev. Father Tomma- - work of preparation for a traveling-men'- s
day at the approaching terrislnl.
The bride was given away by
Dr W. W. Spargo and little
Dick Dillon, representMiss torial fair.
Margaret Spargo acted as ring bear- ing Cross, Kelly & Company, was
er. Melville Summers was best man. elected chairman, and Seymour
of Li. it. Putney &. Company,
Mrs.
The residence of Dr. and
Spurgo was simply decorated for the was selected as secretary. Ceo.
P.
icrhsion and after the ceremony a Stetson was elected vice chairman
supper was served. The nd Ike Singer, representing Gruns-fel- d
you. g coupi'- - were the recipients of
Bros., will have charge of the
a nin-.re- r
fund. All are hard
of leautiful gifts from committee's
Is bound to be
fiiends and relatives. After the sup workers and there
per Mr. and Mrs. Baker left for something doing ' on travellngmen's
parts unknown on their honeymoon day.
r. their return they will reside In
this city in u cottage near Central IllXTCHAKIST MIAOFUS
avenue on North Fourteenth street.
Alt IS IN 1)1.11 AKIIKST.
Mr. Baker is a member of the
New York, August 13. District
Commercial club and a popular man Attorney
Jerome
announced today
in society circles of this city, while
the detective bureau has arrettMrs. Baker in the short time that that
ed
of
the
leaders
the
Armenian secret
she has lived here has commanded society, which committed
several
the admiration of a large circle of murders! and has obtained confesfriends.
sions from them which will end the
existence of the organization.
MOTI1KK AMI OUdlTKl
t'HAIMJKIt WITH UlltDF.Ii
Evanston, Wyo., August 13. Mro.
Card signs, "itooiris tor Rent."
James H. Bruce and her daughter, "Board."
etc.. for sale a the office of
Annie, of Smoot, a Mormon settle The Evening
Citizen.
ment In the Star valley north of here
have been arrested and brought to
the county Jail in this city on the
charge of being Implicated In the
Wm. Wallace McClellan
murder of their husband and father,
James Bruce, at their ranch
near Justice of Peace, Precinct No. 12
Smrot, March 21. The crime. If
proven to be such, was unusually
ALBUQUartQUB, N. M.
and has been under
Notary Public
investigation by the authorities for
five months.
On the day of the tragedy Bruce Collections made at Korber Building 124
accompanied by his son, left for
N. Second Street From 9 to 12 a. m.
their work a short distance from
Stnoot, and as part of their luncheon
and 2 te 4 p. m.
took a plum pie made by Mrs. Bruce
and her daughter.
fraldonco
723 M. rourth St.
At the dinner hour Bruce started
to oat the pie, but wn became violently 111 and died less than an hour
afterward in convulsions. A piece
a Reliable Dentist
of the pie was given, to a cat, which Consult
died In ten minutes.
Full Set of Teeth
ja
Gold Filling
$1.50 up V Q
Gold Crowns
fa
rainless Extracting.. .500 Sr

The two lost horses, supposed 10
nave been stolen Sunday, have reowners,
turned to their respective
Otto Diekmann and G. J. Mace. The
theory that the two animals
had
conjointly carried Into operation a
plan to escape from the workaday
aruagery or city life was exploded
when the horses were found to have
wandered In widely diverse directions.
The horse of Contractor Mace
was found 4y a native in Tijeras
canyon and brought home last nlsnt
and the steed belonging to Mr.
Diekmann was located a few miles
west of the city and was returned
thia morning.
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Child's Halt'.
Carnival at Nkv.
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SONGS.
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Wlieru til Southern ItuM- Grow.
Cool and Comfortable. I'lcnty of Scats.
49 Minnies of Amuwiiifiit.
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GUAR-

MOB'S VENGEANCE
IRS. COPF and PFTTTT.
ROOM 13, X. T. ARM I JO BLDG.
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M. L. SCHUTT
219 South 2nd Slraat

Real Estate and Loans
Agent for

Call up 597

and

ANTIED.

J'.

305 West Gold
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NARROWLY ESCAPES

Ifrtboken, X. J., August 13. Two
narrow escapes from lynching fell to
the lot of Louis Alofs today, the
General Jobbing
first because he mistook another woman for his wife and accosted her in
a park, and the second because his
real wife buried her hands in his
hair and demanded that he return
her diamonds.
Alofs and his wife quarreled when
he took her Jewels, and she left the
house. He followed and became confused as they passed through Hobu-ke- n
park.- He seized a strange woman by the arm and asked her to
come
he discovered hio
When in need of anything in the mistakehome. When
the woman was screaming
and it required a platoon of police to
rescue Alofs from the mob which
that the crimo
French Bakery Co, 202 E. R.R.Ave. gathered, fearing
wave had reached Hoboken.

MOVING
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'

Roofing,

Stcond St. and Load
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''

Guttering, etc.

Cor.
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scare was started In the
city last night by a rumor spread
around to the effect that the Santa
Fe was shipping a number of nonunion switchmen and brakemen here
to b ak an anticipated
strike Of
these departments of the Order of
Railway Trainmen. According to the
rumor a doen of these men nonunion miners from Arizona had already been unloaded here and that
others were expected. The story
ever, reached such a stage that some
of those most excited decrlbed the
I roposed
strike breakers as being
the toughest kind of cltlwns. and it
was prophesied that the troubles and
disorders which followed the machinists' strike In May, 1905, were
to be experienced again.
Upon investigation, however, the
story was found to be absolutely
without grounds, according to local
officials of the Santa Fe and could
only be explained in this way. Six
train crews were laid off on the first
district of the Albuquerque-Winslodivision of the Santa Fe last week,
vhich may be considered as a very
jniiHi.il move on the part of the
company, as there were only twelve
(rews employed on the district previous to the time the six crews were
lMd off.
This fact In connection wi(h the
and
'act that In the city yesterday Hay-sseveral days previous were Mr.
grievance man for the switchmen,
Ilutton, chairman of the
and W.
rrand lodpe l e Order of Railway
Tmli.ii'pn, helf tl to stimulate
the
rvmor and realty gave It color.
Niither Mayse nor Hutton could be
found early this morning, so It is
presumed that they left the city last
night. The trainmen who were laid
otf can give no explanaation of the
ncllon of the company, as It Is quite
apnarcnt that there Is ns much, If
not more, truifle on the rond than
th'? f.K'iitles will carry with
An effort to learn lust where the
rumor started proved fruitless and
a reporter v as unable to find that
any great r:mber of strange
men
have ttcn licught Into the city at
any time uillnr. the past few days,
so the rumor may be taken as being
mt'do out of whole cloth.

Travelers' Insurance Col
I Itiod, Corn.
Life and Accident,
.

OPEN'
Tuesday1, TliiirxlayK,
... a niKaturdajs
nik.1 &iiiwli,i-'J t,i
lit
. in., 7:30 to 10::iO
p. m.
AdniLsrJoii Iiuiiiiling Skuica 25.

LMlirs FHFF.

The Strongest Company
Writing Acc'dent Insurance in the World.
uooociooocoocxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;

Sa-vo-

dls-pati- h.

. Tbe

telephone, make the
dntlrs lighter, th cores less
and tbe worries fewer.
TOTJ VEH.B)

SUPERIOR
PLANING MILL
SEE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING

6or.ooxoocoxoXMo

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Xadies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
n
and Delivered.
Orders Given
Prompt ttention
LET US CALL FOR YOUR CLOTHES
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
Out-of-tow-

Highland Livery

109-- 1 1 1 W. Silver,
Saddle horses a specialty. Beat
drivers In the city. Proprietors of
"Sadie, tne picnic wagon.
BAMBROOK BROS.
OCOOOOCOXlOOOOOCXOO
113 John Street
Phone BOS.

Went

Tel. 480

,

1

If yon want to get to a cool place

In a hurry, wire ns at Glor-iet- a,
X. M., telling us wlmt train you will take and come on up.
Our wagon will meet .yon.
The round trip fare to Glerlcta Is $5.00; the stage fare to the
ranch Is SI and the rate ut the ranch Is $8 per week.
We will try to see that you liave a good time. The flailing la
good.

HAWLEY

On the Corner

The Leading Stationer.

Matteucci

THE VALLEY RANCH

FIRST CLASS SHOEMAKER
A NO REPAIRER

--

Pecos, New Mexico
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ORKtN FRONT, t OS North Flrti

rxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

University of New Mexico

Beauty Parlors
120 South rourth St.
Hair Dressing

Fclal Maits(e
Sbsnpoolni
Electrolosls
Scalp Trestment
Manicuring
Childret't Hair Culling
We manufacture all
kinds
of Ladles' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Your patronage Is respectfully solicited.
Mr. and Mrs.

James Slaughter,

COLLEGE,

I

PARATORY

ENGINEERING, NORMAL,
AND

COMMERCIAL

PRE- -

COURSES

I
f
f

No Tuition for New Mexico Students. Board and j$
i& Room on the College Campus.
Term Begins Mon- - W
JE day, August 19, 1907.
J

Prtpriefors

uumimiiiiiTTiiiiin
Yotif Credit

2s

W. G. TIGHT, President

Good

with

h L

47

E. M AH ARAM

Clothe your family on $1.00
per week
ate WmttCtntral

Safety of the Checkiag Account

!

When you pay your bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for both large and small

Guarantee every pair

u. PATTERSON

ALllUyrERQlE,

Rear Savoy Hotel.

THE VALLEY RANCH

Eastman Kodaks

Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
loan Jtoaaics tree.

At YANOWS,

311-31- 3

IX TOUR ITOMR

Door screens as strong; as an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-mad- a
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong; as a door at 7 cents per foot at the

CORRECT

C. H. CARNES, O. O.

Livery
and
Silver Avenue.

A TELEPHONE

FLT SCREENS

2c

9 YARD

jawt Ufs
and protects yonr houie.

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Athenian.

ABSOLUTELY

W.

telephone
The
your health, prolong
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MANY JAPANFKR AUK
KIIJ,K.I RV STORMS
Victoria. B. C. August 13. Heavy
loss of life Is reported from Central
Japan because of floods, according
to advices received by the steamer

Ps

y

Convenience - Comfort - Security

of GLASSES I Fit to be

quality, to be on
sale Friday, August 16th, at 2:30 p.m.
at the Low Price of

L CENTS

Under
Hotel
E.
Proprietor
SUNTAAGG,
C

"V

REMEMBER

Flannels
l--

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - ;

e.

I

Pretty Patterns, Best 12

Open Day and Night.

w

THE GOLDEN RULE
500 Pieces of New Outing

Santa Fe Restaurant

A strike

cold-blood-

A

Furnaces,

Air

FORI BAYARD

, August
13.
laying of 28,000
The
feet of cement sidewalk here is almost completed, thanks to the perseverance with which Contractor J.
A. Harlan has been
pushing the
work. The walk Is eight feet wide
and when completed, will
extend
around the entile rectangle
which
the Inside of the fort forms, with
several cross walks between.
The department has now fully decided on the erection of a huge
steel tank on a high knoll above the
fort for the fort's water supply, and
the work of construction is to begin
at once.
Matters pertaining to the control
of the Fort Bayard water shed, a
large area of ground north of the
fort and on the south side of the
Twin mountains, is still under consideration by the department at
Washington, and It is more than
likely that a complete control of the
shed will be obtained. Several small
land holdings have already been settled at a cost to the government of
about $30,000.
The only holding of any consequence on the shed not yet settled
for Is that of the Comanche Mining
and Smelting company. So far the
government has bien unable to secure a settlement with this company,
excepting by paying an exorbitant
price fur the coveted land, and It Is
very likely that the matter will be
taken into the courts and the property condemned and sold at its face
vaiue.
(SM--lal-
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RAN AWAY

Where to Dine Well

Chase-Mulvan-

i--

XEW MEXICO.

1

accounts.
We solicit your account.

14 W. Central

THE BANK OF COMMERCE
)lew

5 1 11
TelfjilMine

5"
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Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS 2nnnnn
1 1

STANDARD

WILL

RAISE OIL
PRICES
Corporation Commissioner
Says Great Trust Squeezes
Public's Pocketbook.
Washington. Aug. 13. Significant
revelations are made public In a re
Rooseport submitted to President
velt by Herbert Knox (Smith, com
missioner of corporations, concern
Ing the operations of the Standard
In a previous report
Oil Company.
he means and methods of the Stan
The present
dard were explained.
report sets forth the result of these
methods and the effect they have
'had on the consumer of oil and on
the profits of the Standard Oil Com
pany.
"The
Commissioner Smith says:
Standard Oil Company is responsl
ible for the course of prices of petrol
eum and Its oroducts In the pan
twenty-fiv- e
years.
The Standard
used Its power to
has consistently
minp the nrlce of oil In the last ten
years, not only absolutely, but alJ
relatively to the cost of the crude
e41."

Standard Clninus Refuted,
The Standard has claimed that It
has reduced the .price of oil: that It
has been a benefit to the consumer
and that only a great combination
like the Standard could have rurnisn
ed oil at the price that have pre
vailed.
"Each one of these claims." says
Commissioner Smith, "Is disproved
toy the report."
The Increase In annual profits of
the Standard OH from 1896 to 19U1
ai more than 27 million dollars.
The report says:
The total dividends paid by the
Standard Oil from 1882 to 1906 were
averaging thus, 24.15
1551 922.904:
per cent a year. The dividends.
however, were much less than the to
tal earnlntrs. It Ik substantially cer
tain that the entire net earnings of
the Standard from 1882 to 1906 were
at least 700 million dollars and pos
These enormous
4blv much more.
nrnfitx have been based on an invest
worth at the time of Its ortg
Inal acquisition not more than 75
million dollars."
The following extracts are taken
from the commissioner's reoprt
Total Dividends.
the
The total dividends paid by were
Standard from 1882 to 1906
thus 24.15
1551.922.904, averaging
per cent a year. The dividends, however, were much less than the total
earnings. It Is substantially certain
that the entire net earnings of the
at
Standard from 1882 to 1906 were
possleast 790 million dollars and
enormous
These
more.
ibly much
.profits have (been based on an Invest
ment worth at tne urao ui un
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

omcmR and director

Fixes Prices.
It Is true that the Standard Is subof
stantially able to fix the price
crude oil In most of the great oil
,

THE UMPID5VIU

S

f5lt

fields.
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Presldaal

JOSHUA 8. RATNObDB
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKM
R. A. FROST
H. F. RATNOLDI

1898.

I will mall you rren. w prove merit.
samples of my Dr. snoop's Kesiora.
Mve, and my Book on either Dyspepsia. The Heart or The Kidneys.
Troubles of the Stomach. Heart or
Kidnevs are merely symptoms or
Don't make the
deeDer ailment.
common error of treating symptoms
nly. Symptom treatment is treating
the result of your ailment, ana not
iha cnnsA. Weak Stomach nerves
the Inside nerves mean Stomach
And the Heart,
weakness, always.
and Kidneys as well, have their con
Weaken
trolL'ng or Inside nerves.
these nerves, and you Inevitably have
Here Is where
weak vital organs.
Dr. Shoop's Restorative has made Its
tame. No other remedy even claims
Also
to treat the "inside nerves."
for bloating, biliousness, bad breath
or complexion, use Dr. Shoop's ReWrite me today for samstorative.
ple and free Book. Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis. The Restorative Is sold by
all dealer

IS,

FRESH FADS IN BASE BALL

nal acquisition not more than 75
million dollars.
Study of Price.
The study of prices and profits In
ho netrnleum Industry Is necessar
ily chiefly a study of the policy of
the Standard OH Company. It has
been shown that the Standard doej
of the business
nearly nine-tentof the refining of petroleum In the
by means oi
that,
United States and
Its control of the pipe line system in
the leading oil fields, It has become
the purchaser of at leart that portion of the crude oil suitable for refining purposes. It lf evident that a
concern doing such a proportion of
the business Is substantially onie io
dictate prices, both of crude oil and
Its products.
llangc of lroflt.
Computation shows a range of pro
fit from 75 cents a barrel at the
and Sugar Creek plants to
$1.36 a barrel at the Florence plant.
or from 1.8 cents to 3.2 cents a
gallon of crude. The average pro:u
for the five plants combined Is 97.8
cents a barrel, or 2.3 cents a gallon.
The average profit a gallon of finish
ed product Is about 2.4 cenis.
The enormous increase In the pro
fits of the Standard in recent years
represents
an addition of prollts
which already In 1S97 and 198 were
nvl
exorbitant. The profits of
represented a return of 23.1 per cent
on the net value of the assets of the
Standard OH Company, and the ratio
of profits of the value of assets was
anu
prirtxtbly fully as great in ia

It Is clear that the Standard Oil
Company has taken advantage of Its
monopoly power to Increase prices
enormously In the last few years
The corner stone on which the
Standard's power was first built was
railroad discrimination.
Railroads Discriminate.
discriminations
Without railroad
and unfair methods of competition
the standard could have never main
tnined Its sreat proportion of the oil
business In the United States while
at the same time extorting such immense profits from the American
consumer. The claim of the Stand
ard that Its control of the business
Is due to Its ability to maintain low
nrlces .because of superior efficiency
of
Is a complete misrepresentation
the facts.

ACGVST

?'

President
Caahlar
.AMliUnt Cashlar
Director
Vice.

U. B. DEf0
Capital
Authorlied
Paid Up Capital, Surplus
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-
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JUAREZ

BUILDING

IS. The
August
Mex.,
Juarez,
Phoenix saloon on Commercial street.
Juarez, was completely destroyed by
fire shortly after 1 o'clock this morning and Klelnman's curio store and
an adjoining photograph gallery were
damaged toy water. The loss on the
saloon will approximate
Phoenix
f 12.000. almost entirely covered by
Several hundred dollars
Insurance.
damage was done to the Klelnman
place and about $101 to the photograph gallery.
The fire started from a defective
gasoline lamp a few minutes before
1 o'clock.

Kodol for Indigestion and Dyspepsia Is a preparation of vegetable acids
and contains the same Juices found
It digesta
In a healthy stomach.
what you eat. Sold by J. H. O'Rlel-l- y
& Co.

Polishes and dressings for black,
tan, brown, white, pink, blue and
gray shoes at C. May's Shoe store,
314 West Central avenue.
Subscribe for The orttaen and grt
the news.

LITTLE

PPI

GIRL IS
BURNED

COMMERCIAL CONGRESS

Boulder, Colo., August 13. Anabel
M. Vines, aged 11 years, was burned
ho badly at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. George Vines, two miles
from Louisville, yesterday afternoon
that she died last night.
The little girl started to get supper,
and, to hurry up the fire, poured
kerosene on the flames. An explo
sion followed and saturated her cloth,
lng with the burning fluid. The house
was also set on fire. With the aid of
a brother she extinguished the flames
of the house, forgetting herself until
her clothing burst into flame. She
Jumped Into a barrel of water, and
practically nude, ran half a mile to
a neighbor's house, where she fell
exhausted. She was taken home, but
great
died shortly after, suffering
pain.
a

Delegates to the
Commercial congress, to be held Noat Muskogee, in the
vember
new state of Oklahoma, will have
many places of attraction that will
prove of great Interest. Muskogee
is the seat of Indian power. Creeks,
Cherokees and other members of the
civilized tribes are among the leading spirits In all branches of business. Fort Gibson, with its points :jf
interest. Is within a short distance of
the city. Close by is the Glenn pool,
which is the largest body of oil evor
tapped. The great system of storage
short ride.
tanks at Jenks Is within asurrounding
The beautiful country
Muskogee contributes numerous pretty parks and the ride to Tahlequah,
the ancient Indian capital, is but four
hours. Okmulgee, the capital of tha
Bring us your jot
7orK. Prices
Creek Nation, is 44 miles distant.
Every point Is accessible by rail with the very lowest and the work will
stand inspection anywhere. Business
greatly reduced fare.
and calling cards a specialty.
Doan's Regulets cure constipation,
There's nothing so good for a sore
tone the stomach, stimulate the liver,
promote digestion and appetite and throat as Dr. Thomas' Eclectrlc Oil.
your
Cures it in a few hours. Relieves any
easy passnges of the bowels. Ask
pain in any part.
druggist for them. 25c a box.
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STATE NATIONAL
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ALBUQUERQUE
2nd and Cold

GROSS, KELLY & CO.,

Si

I1V

Wholesale Grocers

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
Whose Fault Is It?

WE HAVE ONE!

The plan of your new house may
be correct, but unleas you have good
building material you're going to be
disappointed "That's 'WTiat!" "It'i
up to you" to insist that every stick
of lumber that goes into your house
comes from this house then you'll
get the right thing at the right price
every time.

THE BIG FAIR
Annual
Territorial Fair Association

New Mexico's

Twenty-Sevent- h

7 to 12 INCLUSIVE
OCTOBER
ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO
1

Get Up in the Air!
The Mammoth Captive Balloon "Albuquerque" Will
Carry Passengers Daily and Throughout the Week

Get

Get Off the Earth!

Up-to-Dat- e!

No Sport io Sensational, No Pleasure so Rare, Caji Compare With
P
Ballooning. The Most Modern of Amusement.
9
AERONAUT
Evening
Saturday
Sunset
of
Fair
the
at
Close
At the
BLONDIN will Cut Loose With This Balloon and endeavor to Win
the "AERO CUP" by Breaking

The

--

World's long Distance International Record
Held by Lieut. Lahm of the U. S. Army.

RAILWAY liATKS. HALF FARE OR BETTER
J. A. WEINMAN
President

JAY A. HUBBS
Manager

ROY A. STAMM

Secretary

I

;W

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

JAMESTOWN HAS TWO!

T

-

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

(

I

BIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Phone S

Corner Third and Marquette

000f
"OLD

REUABm."

La

ESTABLISHED 1171.

B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE CROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

a

if

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE. N.

RAILROAD AVENTJB.
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At this season we should eat spar-

M

Thos. F. Keleber

ing ami properly. We . should also
help the stomach as much as pos- Kodol ocDETOES HEADY PAINT
sible by the use of a little
k'mlnl fnr 1 n d iTPflt Ion and
iMml.nnllv
Gallon Covers 000 Square Fee.
Lbyspopsla will rest the stomach by One PALMETTO
ROOF TAINT
actually digestion or tne ioou uneu.
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Yestrsj.
Sold by J. H. O'Klelly & Co.
,
To show
I'll stop your pain tree.
408 Watt Railroad Awna
you first before you spend a penny
what my Pink Pain Tablets can do. I
will mall you free, a Trial Package of
Headache Tablets.
them Dr. Hhoop's
Toothache. Pe Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Uaj.
K!,.riioi. Kaadai-hA- .
riod pains, etc.. are due alone to blood
Grain and Fuel.
Dr. Shoop's Headache Fine Line of Imported Wines Liquors
congestion.
by
coaxing
Tablets simply kill pain
and Cigars. Place your orders fc
away the unnatural blood pressure.
this line with us.
RaShoop,
Is
Dr.
Address
all.
That
7
NORTH TH T.D BT
cine, Wis. Sold by all dealers.
l

JAP-A-LA- C.

rori a or a pi

m-m-11-

I It

o

Iiui.Mii.a

THIRD STREET
cents you can now
IMMUre
juursru ami i.miiiy aginiai
any bad results from an attack of
..nlin rf riinrrtmpa rliirlnir thft sum.
mer months. That Is the price of a
bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, Chol- Ali Kinds of Freeh and Salt
era and Diarrhoea Hemedy. a mediSteam Sausage t'Minr.
cine that has never been known to
EMIL KUENWOH
fall. Huy it now. it may save uie
Masonic Building. North
For sale by all druggists.
For

twenty-fiv- e

Meat Market w
14

Ti lx...

-

'ALBUQUERQUE

tx mi.

rrESDAY. Arr.vsT

iisiii

ARE

LAST CHARGE

1

!

SHAFT

sive Scale.
Paso, Texas, Augunt 13. The
Knestln Mining company operating
the famous Last Chance mine at
Cotiey, in the Mogollon mountains,
has placed with a local house a largo
orOr for new equipment.
It Is the
InUtlon of the company to greatly
impove their power plant and Theo-doCarter, the consulting engineer
of te company, has toeen spending a
fewdays In the cfty ordering the
maainery.
leading
M. Carter Is one of the
mlnig men of New Mexico and tohlr-ja- n
be largely attributed the det of-- the liurro mountain
t
rted the first successful
.iat district The Burro
,per company, whichd into the leading copr In the territory.
The
treating over 300 tons of
concentrating
.plant,
. its
i Chance mine, for which
consulting
engineer,
r is
monthly about 8,000 tons
id Is the leading gold mining
the southwest. It pro- a
ar 60 per cent of the
' of the territory.
Jl
11

r-

favorably of
.ooney camp.
Gold & 811- my are all
Little Fanny
peratlons. The
mpany intends
ir development

..

1

I

'

some of the
ultlng from the
motor road bo- and Silver City,
iat outside of the
acuities for com- he outside world,
y reduce the fuel
ton of coal can be
City for $9, while
d which will do the
the heat units o a
?ost $17 to $18.
financially Interested
speaks very enthUH-futur-

uco.

W

OF FORESTERS

KEEPING BUSY
AlbuqiHTqiic

by tlio County.
opular remedy In Otse-- 1
f
the best friend of my
58 Wm. M. Diets, editor
'
e of the Otsego Journal,
N. Y., "Is Dr. King's
jry. It has proved to be
cure for coughs and
... I
colds,, m- - ing short work
of the
We always keep a
at of them.
,le In the house. I believe it to
the most valuable prescription
an tor lung and throat diseases."
ranteed to never disappoint the
r, by all druggists. Price 60c and
I. Trial bottle free.
.i

I

t'ni-vers-

n.

Inside Guard Jacob Riha.
Examining Physicians Dr. F. J.
Patchln. Dr. S. L. Burton and Dr.
N. E. Wilson.
Mr. Otto
Klelnwort
will have
charge of the territorial grand lodge.
Twenty-eigh- t
applications
were
obtained yesterday, and It Is anticipated that Inside of thirty days the
lodge will have Increased In membership to the number of one hundred and fifty.
The order Is a social as well as a
fraternal Insurance lodge. It admits
ladies and gentlemen on the same
basis.

The ladles of the order bid fair
the social feature Bn Important factor, and the lodge here
promises to be one that will come to
to make

the front rapidly.
The next meeting Is to be held
Friday evening, August 16th. Thereafter, however, regular meetings will
be held on Thursday evenings.

TRIP

D

From

From

CHICAGO

'BIG FOUR ROUTE'

SHORE"
Or

MICHIGAN

CENTRAL

The.Viaean,

,

to,'

"AMERICA'S GREATEST
RAILWAY SYSTEM"

ACCOUNT OF MEETING

Grand Army

Tickets on sale Sept.
Hood to Return to Sept, 17
Extension to Oct. 6th secured by deposit and fee of $1
Tickets Routed via Our Linos will be accepted at your
pleasure by the lont Llnr In either Direction, between
Jlotroit, Toledo, Cleveland, and Buffalo. Also between
Albany and New York.
Saratoga, to Xew YorU or Ronton and Return
to Xew York or JtoKton mid return to
TrlDS

' -

s"rK
toy

EL PASO

.
Stop nvofK
El Paso, Tex., August 13. Both
the Shelton-Payn- e
Firearms company
and the Krakauer, Zork & Moye firm,
together with the other firms In the
city who sold pistols, have discontinued the sale of the pocket guns
and El Pasoans who want the weapons will have to buy them from mail
order houses or individuals.
The new anti-pistlaw went Into
effect Saturday."We sold our last
pistol Friday," said Mr. Shelton this
morning. Other firms did the same.
The pistol law requires that a tax
of 60 per cent of the gross receipts
from pistol sales be paid. This would
compel the merchants to double the
price of the guns and they discontinued the sale altogether as a result.
ol

De Witt's Little Earlj,' Risers don't
sicken or gripe. Small pills, easy to
take. Sold by J. H. O' Rielly & Co.
Subscribe for Th Evening Cttiaen.

Republic

thfe

-8

SlUB
IN

From PEORI A Take
Lake Erie & Western
Or
BIG FOUR ROUTE'

SARATOGA, N. Y., and Return

PISTOL
SALES

LOUIS

Take

Take

"LAKE

ST.

Al- -

at Battle Creek, Detroit. Sandusky. West field, and
rara

$0.00
$5.00
Xla- -

U.

i

Fare from CHICAGO, $17.50;

1'F.OIUA,

Washington, D. C, August 13.
connection with Its other work In
the western states, the 1'nlted Slates
geological survey has undertaken the
Investigation of geologic condition
the national forests. It has been the
consistent aim of the officers of the
forest service to foster the fullest
posslblu development of mining within the rreas Included In the national
forests, i'any fraudulent entries have
however, been discovered which cover
lands or deposits that by
no possibility could be developed iirto
paying mines, and It is clearly to the
'benefit of legitimate mining enterprises that the "wild cat" mining
companies be prevented from obtaining title to the land claimed.
Gcnenil Invratljrntlon.
With these alms In view the geologists of the survey are to Investigate
the lands of the national forests.
They will act under the general instruction of the director of the survey and under the personal supervision of the geologist in charge
Jf
metalliferous deposits. The standards, methods and wide experience of
the geological survey will render the
result of these investigations of great
practical value both to the forest ser
vice and to the miners, and the reports of the geologists will enable the
forester to make recommendations to
the commissioner of the general land
office on the character of the mineral
locations. Thus the policy of the
survey will be to require Its geologists
to assist in every way the claimant
who Is acting in ood faith as well
as to help the officers of the forest
service in their task of protecting the
mining inaustry and all other inter
ests which benefit by the proper ad
ministration of the national forests.
"Keguliir as the Sun."
Is an expression as old as the race.
No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun Is the most regular performance In the unlvense, unless It is
the action of the liver and bowels
when regulated with Dr. King's New
iire fins. Guaranteed by all druggists. 26c.
al

HAIR DRESSER AND CHIROPO- DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oddo
site the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges' cafe. Is prepared to give
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
dressing, treat corns, bunions and In
growing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring,
Mrs.
Bambini's own preparation of com
plexion cream builds up the skin and
improves the complexion, and Is
guaranteed not to be Injurious. She
also prepares a hair tonic that cures
and prevents dandruff and hair fall
ing out; restores life to dead hair:
removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator
machines.
For any blemish of the
lace, call and consult Mrs. Bambini

l?t

$22.30;

ST.

LOUIS, $27.80.

QH
BOSTON and RETURN ZJ.0t2
uc r
Fare from CHICAGO.

4rW

$21.

New England Resorts
From CHICAGO

or

i

a

Fare from

az.

t,

4

ST. LOUIS, $27.

u,

Any Railroad

24, 28

IXriS. One Fare Flus $2.00 for
the Itound Trip.
KT.

CANADIAN RESORTS daily until sept.
IYom CHICAGO
or

BITTERS

$27.00

jo, 20, 24; Sept. jo,

ST. IjOFIS, One

the Hound Trip.

Fare Plus

30,
$2.00 for

w

Ticket Agent will lie glud to give you full
ana ucKei you via

inioniiH.11011

Most everyone knows
what it is to experience a
spell of Stomach Trouble
or Biliousness and thousands are guarding against a
return attack by keeping a
bottle of the Bitters han-

NEW YORK CENTRAL LINES
WARREN J. LYNCIL Pasnener Traflic Munuger,

HFXF WANTED.
LOST,
UEI.P WANTEI
If that Is your LOST Small chestnut color mare;
white hind feet. Reward for re- crying need, a want ad In The
mrn to zu south High street
Evening; Citizen's want column will
assure you of plenty of employes.
Near, comer of Central and
Lost
Broadway, a turquoise shell back
WAMKD.
comb. Finder return to room 212
WANTED A competent
iftenogra
Occidental Life building, and repher, for part of each day. AnIn
dres, stating experience, M. C, P. ceive reward.

S. Geological Survey Will
Aid In Discovering Wealth
of Resources.

I'alls. On tiolnjf Journey Pessenger to leave last
stopover point not inter than Sept. 9th.
On 1 to turn
Jouney 10 days within transit limit.

CHATAQUA and RETURN

CHICAGO.

dy. It cures Indigestion,
Costiveness, Cramps,

Diarrhoea. Headache, or

I

needed
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Through the solicitations of J. I.
McLaughlin, chief ranger of the
tinier of Foresters, who has
been In the city for the past week
or ten days, there has been organized
Albuquerque Council No. 19.
This is the first lodge of this order to be organized in the territory,
as work has Just been commenced.
ty were taken Into the
Last week
order as charter members, among
whom are some of Albuquerque's Influential citizens.
The Initial meeting of Council No.
19 was held Saturday evening In the
lodge room of the Klks' opera house
building, at which officers were elected and nineteen members were Initiated.
The officers elected are as follows:
Chief Ranger Dr. St. L. Burton.
Deputy Grand Ranger Otto it.
Klelnwort.
Vice Ranger 'Mrs. .Belle Lee.
Chaplain iMrs- - J. C. Williamson.
Treasurer Dr. 8. T. Vann.
Secretary L. Mookrldge.
Escort J. C. Wllllamsbn.
Assistant Escort Miss Rita Row-Ia-

e.

'

F1-ln-

TMC.E SEVTZ.

HERE

U No.

Deputy KaiiKt'r.

Piles get qulex ana certain relief
from Dr. Shoop's Magic Ointment.
Please note it is made alone for
Piles, and Its action Is positive and
certain. Itching, painful, protruding
or blind piles disappear like magic by
Its use.
Large nickel-cappe- d
glass
Jars 60 cents, gold by al' dealers.

FARE-R0UN-

1h1ico

klenmort It

the man who was murdered here last
Liewls, who was workweek by Mm
ing for him, left with her husband's
brother for Iowa Falls, Texas, today.
The Terhune family Is well connected, the brother being cashier of a
bank at Iowa Falls.
Mrs. Oscar Trail
returned today
from Gallup, Xew Mexico, where she
has been visiting her fathers family,
Mark Hodgson, father of four M. K.
preachers and whose son, Rev. Mark
Hodgson, Is a prominent minister of
his 75th
New Mexico, celebrated
Mrs. Trail
birthday last Saturday.
has been In Gallup two months.
Hon. J. M. Herney, district clerk
of the fifth Judicial district, who has
been In Chicago for the past three
months, was brought home to Ros-we- ll
last week very ill with acute
He Is in a precarious
tuberculosis.
condition at his home here.
Roswell ha been suffering from
the hottest weather of the season the
past week.
Robert Kellahln, the postmaster
here, has returned from an extended
trip In the Interest of the Masonic
Fraternity of which he Is territorial
lecturer.
W. A. Wilson, artesian well Inspector and a prominent civil engineer,
is at Alamogordo on an Important
engineering proposition.
Luke K. McGaffey,
a prominent
promoter and secretary of the telephone company here. Is In Chicago
on business.
He will
be absent
three weeks.
Capt. W. C. Reid. the former attorney general of New Mexico, Is In
Chicago on an Important business
mission. He expects to return home
by August 20.

ONE

TO

ORGANIZED

Ttoswell, X. M., August 13.
Mrs. Iceland Terhune, wife of

(peratlons In Mogollon Dis
trict Will Be On Exten

J
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EVENING

Insomnia.
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FOUND.

City.

WANTED Tlaces In this city to
earn board and room by girls and
boys who desire to attend the University.
Address
R. S.. Asplund, 410
.
o
I 1. peventn
tl
puuui
Bireei
WANTED Position as cierk or office man. Have had experience
and can (rive good references.
J. W. Harvey. 1201 Eas.'
ivHi rtiHQ avenue, city.
WANTED A competent bookkeeper, capable of handling books of
a wholesale and retail business.
References required. Address Q.
care i itixen,
WANTED Good carpenters, waiters
and waitresses; also cook. Can
furnish good baker.
Colburn's
Employment Agency
10
West Silver Ave.
Phono 480
girl for
WANTED A competent
general housework. Family of two.
Aprly 1122 West Central avenue.
References required.
WANTED Ladles desiring Millinery
Bt less than cost to call on Miss
Crane, 612 North
Second street.
Millinery and dressmaking parlors;
nln apprentices wanted.
WANTED To buy all kinds of
furniture. Scheer & Warllck,
205 East Central avenue.
WANTED A gnod" delivery horse.
,cheer & Warlick. The New Furniture Store,. 206 East Central avenue.
WANTED People who want something, to advertise in The Citizen's
want column. A few lines cost but
a few cents but bring returns an
bfndred fold.
MEN WANTED.
WEN WANTED Somewhere
every
day. If you are looking for a Job
put a want ad In The Evening Citizen's want column and It will do
th rest.
frOH KETT.
Foil RENT To healthy people, 3
or
modern house, furnished.
Inquire 713 West Silver avenue.
nFOR RENT Modern Droor- brick
house In good repair. $30. Lloyd
MiinsaKer, zus 1,01a ave
3
RENT Nicely
furnished
For
room apartment, with gas range,
electric light, hot and cold water.
20.
Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West
Oold avenue.
FOR RENTOood
cottage,
$12, also
cottage at $15.
Convenient to shops. Lloyd Hunsaker, 205 West Gold avenue.
FOR RENT Light, airy
rooms for rooming or Hsrht
housekeeping.
All rooms opsnlng
on me ouisme. rrice, $1 per weok
and up. Mlntiap li. Hou.e, 524
South Second. A. T. Dsvjra, Proprietor.
FOR RENT Any number of rooms
furnished to suit tenant. Also Ave
room cottage nicely furnished, with
piano. Apply 110 East Coal avenue.
FOR RENT Pleasant, well furnished front rooms, near business center;
rates
reasonable.
Corner
Sixth and Railroad. Apply at rear.
FOR RENT A few nicely furr.tshed
rooms, with use of bath, very reasonable; no invalids. Hotel Cralgc,
Silver avenue, between First and
Peeond streets.
FOR RENT Several small cottages,
all nicely' furnished for housekeeping.
J. li. Block, Jemez
Hot
Springs, N. M.
EMPIOYMENT.
ICMPLOYMENT
If you need work
The Citizen's want column will furyou
a quick and ready means
nish
of securing it at a minimum expenditure. Put a want ad in The
Citizen today and be at work tomor1

.

a,

Through tne want
of The Evening Citizen, Justcolumn
you have been looking for. what
An
advertising source sure to bring returns for small expenditure. Try a
want ad and be convlnceu.
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOAN 8.

FOUND

IT

thtjootnp

vAih

The flexible sole Red Cross
15 comfortable from

shoe
'he

start.

The burning and

to

lit

and as high as $200. Loans art
quickly made and strictly
private
Time: One month to on year given
Ooods remain In your
imwuiim
Our rates are ressonabla. Call and
see us Derore borrowing.
THB3 HOUBEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from a
parts of the world.
Rooms t and 4. Grant Bldg.
803 H West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE) OFFICBB.
Open Evenings.

thafs

shoe

absolutely
rotn fori able

N: Si, RiJ Cnm
Punt Celt Bltktr

SALESMEN WANTED?

$400

CARDS )xfords,
$3.So
ligh Shoes,
$4.00

PROFESSIONAL
LAWYERS.

!" M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. II F.Bt
w- - Washington. D. C.
Pension,
land patents.
copyrights,
letter patents, trade marks, caveats
claim.
it. w. 11
ATTORNEr AT
fflc"'
nUe,,A

LAW.

r,r"

Zet us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN
121

Albuquer
Natlone

building.
E. w. Dobson.
ATTORNEY
AT LAW.
Offle.
Cromwell block. Albuquerque. N. U
DENTISTS.

Railroad Artout

EXCURSION

FT,

DH.

-T-

J.k-KRA-

Dental Surgeon.
Harnett
. fl00.,..tn1
O'RIelly's drug store. bulldkis
No. 744. Appointments made byPhon.
mal.

iic

eller;

c. a.

Don fist.
Armljo Building.
Phone M
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. &
No. 808 Pailroad avenue.
Offle.
hours.
a. m., to 12:30 p. m.: I
P. m. to I p, m.
Both phones. At
iiiaug oy mall.
r

T- -

ESTATE

BARGAINS

And Principal Eastern Points

f

On Sale Dally
June 1st to Sep. 30th

Homeopathic Physician and Snrgeoa
Occidental Life Building.
phone 886. Albuquerque. N. M. Tel.
. L. HU8T,
rnyalclnn and Surgeon.
Rooms 8 ft 8, N. T. ArmilrrVlMtT

via

D1W.

1JRO.VSON & BRONSON:
Homeopathic
Physicians
Sur.
Reonn. Oyer Van,,', Dpufa
i
Phone. Office and Resident
DR. C. A. FRANK;
Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 4 and 6. Barnett bldg. Office hours I to 11 and
2 to 6, 7 to 8
oV Kl'G,::VF I'KOVIXEW.
M. D.
: .E.ye'
Ear ar"1 Throat.
to chair of diseases
eye ear and throat in Hospital Col-of
lege of Medicine.
Ky.
Low rates. Ions; limit. Ucksts acEyes properly testedLouisville.
tor glasses. cepted
on Limited' and all othar
Room. 6 and 8, N. T. Armijo
bulld- - trains.
Call at ticket office
. n,we
will nln n vnn e sfn Kaw . and
are ail going. Vfhj not youT

iJf

'f

.

UNDERTAKKR
BORDERS

T. E PURDY, Agent

FOU SALE.

To

ARCHITECTS
Louis and
Kansas
One way or round trip tickets furnished In any part of the
United States. Low rates to Cali- nett building, Albuquerque, N.
fornia. See us It 4 U buy. Moore's nuin pnonea.
Ticket Ofllce. 113 Central avenue.
Member American Ticket Brokers'
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Association.
Thoa. K. D. Maddlnon.
FOR SALE At a bargain, furniture
Office With W. B. Chlldara
of a
rooming house. Must
sell at once.
Apply 217
South West Gold avenue.
Serond street.
t.LMt;
good
es
typewriter,
roit
new at a secrlftce. Address, 'Type
writer," care of Citizen olllee
nve-roorun
modern
house, most fashionable district In
city. Cheap If sold at once. B. N

A. T.

City.

six-roo- m

If

FOR SALE.

Don't Ruin Your Best Horse Going for a Doctor
Bowel complaints are always more or less prevalent during the Summer
months, and many a man has ruined his best horse going for a doctor
when some of his family was suffering from cramp colic or chciera
Be prepared for such an emergency.
morbus.

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
Is the most successful medicine yet produced for these diseases and can
always be depended upon.
No doctor can prescribe a better medicine.
It is almost certain to be needed before the Summer is over. Buy it now.

lino garden land, W.
Central avenue
$ 800
Three room lioune, four
lot, Xorth lourtli
street
,0O0
Three room liouse and
an acre or land, three
nilleit north of town..
400
Three room house, furnished complete, two
good horsey spring
Magon and 0110 acre
of land
500
Six room house. West
New York avenue.,. 2,500
Six room house. West
Marquette uvenue . . , 1,800
FOR RENT.
Six
room hrlek house,
hath,
collar,
Fourth
$20.00
Apartment
In Hope
Hals,
I"" 10 fix rooms, mod.
in conveniences, $10 10 20.00
I'our room hrlek Imhino,
ha lb. cellar, fourth ward 2.1.00
Seven room
hrlek house,
iiitxVrii. furnished or un- i,tk.. I,
fn rii ihii.'i
Three rooms for liulilhouse-keeplu- c
dose In
1S.00
Five room house. South
Second street
15.00
Five room frame. First

INSURANCE.
WOTARY

Rooms II and
Albuqu.rque.

Hi

Citizen.

ard

.

20.00

A. Montoya
215 W'st
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CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
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b

1

flow Discovery
tAffl SVAIIAIIA
run t zxmr
..9free
OLDS
PRICK

Trial Bottle
AND ALL THROAT ANDIUNGTROUBLES.

GUARANTEED BATISf AClOitV
MONEY HEVVUBED.

is

MOTTCHr.ritAtjo". ir'tHS'S

t an.

CO.

PILLS

MEN AND WOMEN.

Dr. Shoop's
J. Jl. ClUEIXY

u,

Ul)f.

w,th

diM..

SOLD BY

I.,
eV'iii

liwuirsira

MARVELWhirlinySrcy

KILLthe COUCH

Rheumatism

Rheumatic Remedy

L

.

TwUiaiilr to

Bred-to-La-

.

Cromwell BloeS.
Telephone Ne. it

14

ni no
ttainn fu
ltltltDtUl boost awaUetl,
full parUcQiitra
ad 1if

o.

I have found s hied and tested cars for Rhea,
tnmfaml riot, rxmadf that will ilrmihtn th.
distorted llmtx of chronic crlpplii, nor tu.i bony
rowtlu back to floth snln. That it ImnoMlble,
J tit I can now iurel kill
Ux. palnj and paugi of
7
this deplorable
In Germanr with
Chemlit In the City of
rarmtadt I found th. laiit lrifmllent will)
which Dr. Rioop'i Khumatlo Remudy wai mad.
purfnrted, dupeudabl. prescription.
Without
uifredlHUt, I (ucceulully trusted many,
that
DianFcaX't o( khauiuatiuns but how, at latt, It uia.
1. irmly euro all curabl.
raiet of Ihil heretofore
amch dradd dlieaas. "Thorn sand-Ilk- a
(ranulal
wastes, found lu Kheumatlc blood seem todliuolT.
nd pass away unci or the action of this reniedj as
froely as does sturar whan added to pure watr.
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous waste,
freely pans from the system, end the cause of
hheumatlfim Is (one forever. There Is now no
real neel no actual excuse to suffer longer witlv
out beltf. We soli, and ui coufldeuca rmnuiinwlil

REAL ESTATaV
PUBLIC.

tn it

ilriitfsrIM

VfWIP

!)

i a It V
other, hut

Apply at Mann
114 North Second street.
FOR SALE: Half Interest in estab
y
lished poultry business.
Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
furnished.

S. F. RY.

Every Wemaa

FOR SALE: Simp In a three-roohouse in tho Highlands: must be
sold.
Porterlleld Co., 218 West
Gold avenue.

Foil

Sr

D. A. SLEYSTER

111

m

Four room adobe house
and about an acre of

O-

Colorado

m

REAL

aching

:aused by stiff soles ;'.nd the
ivils of thin soles aie Dre- irented bv the Red Crc ss. It
enables
woman to be on Her
MONEY
LOAN feet for ahours
at a time with
On
Pianos, Organs
Furniture.
norses, wagons and other Chattels :omfort.
also on 8ALARIE.S AND WAR!
A stylish
HOUSE RECEIPTS, as low
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Dr. W. O. Shndrach, the eye specialist, has returned from a pleasant EDDY CASE WAS CALLED
outing In the nearby mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Farwell returned to the city on the California limited today from a visit ,of
several
FOR HEARING
PA
weeks duration In Chicago.
.
Prlc-iMrs. Iamb and Miss Jewel
of San Marclal. are In the city visiting
1
and shopping.
OKI'
TIIK
TODAY
t'lTIZK.N?
iOl
supren:e
Dr. J. T. McLaughlin.
Owing to the fact that even
chief ranger of the Universal Ord !r
the best carrier boys The Oil- - V of Forresters, Is registered at the
5!in is able to secure will now
Alvarado.
but you can temper its worst ef
und then fail to deliver your pa- The drawing of Jurors
for the Court Will Determine Whether
per and also owing to the fact
grand
SepBnd
petit
for the
that your neighbor may now f tember term of theJuries
Christian Science Leader
district court will
and then unthinkingly approp- begin
10
tomorrow
at
at th!
o'clock
If you contemolate buvinti anv- your
riato The Citizen left at
county court house.
Is Competent.
door and forget to return It,
tfl
thlnri
nnu rnma in anI An
.
Mr. C. S. Bennett, of Boston, wl'.l
ECl Ullt till
this paper has arranged with i
"5 uvn miin III mill
give an exhibition of sleight of hand
the l'ostal Telegraph company
nanneI
nlce
two
suits!
our.
to deliver ynu an extra copy In t nicks at the Elks' club rooms at 8
o'clock tonight. All Elks invited to SHE WILL PROBABLY
we nave
'
the event thnt yours fails to
wnicn
be present and enjoy the fun.
reach you. There Is no addition- APPEAR
TO
TESTIFY
payou.
your
expense
to
al
If
A decree for aibsolute divorce was
per does not reach you by reg- granted by Judge Ira A. Abbott to
ular carrier call up the Postal
Felix Torres from his wife Josephlna
company
PHONE
Telegraph
Iopejs de Torres this morning at the
Concord, N. II., August 13. Jufl?3
Ihey are cool, comfortable and best of all
N I'M HUH 3
and tell them. A
were Edgar Aldrlch, of the United States
district
court. The grounds
messenger boy will supply you
desertion,
district court of New Hampshire, sitand
abandonment
low priced, besides being all wool.
with a copy of The Citizen. In S
Captain and Mrs. Clark M. Carr ting as master, and Dr. Gorge F. Jelthis manner, we can also keep
ly,
of
Boston,
Hosea
Parker,
W.
and
California limited this
track of the "misses" of our t left on the for
today
as
Fort Wlngate, where of Claremont,
own carriers and you can get
the hearing of the Inquiry
When the suit goes seedy after a month's war, and ti
go
they,
to
attend the wedding of begun
your paper rain or shine.
brought
by
"next friends" to deterLieut. Carter, of the V. S. army, to
ItK.M EMBEU THE NUMBER
cotton
shoddy, and poor dyes crop out, it will be too Iat
competency
Mary
Mrs.
mine
the,
of
Miss Helen Corlne Hunter, daughter
I'MONE as.
of General Hunter, which will take Baker G. Eddy, head of the Christian
General Frank S.
place at the fort tomorrow afternoon. Science church.
represented Mrs. Eddy as
After the wedding Lieut, and Mis. Streeter
L. E. Russell, of Bluewater, Is regGet one of our strw
leading
while
counsel,
Senator ChandHunter will go to San Francisco, ler Is
istered at the Alvarado.
the legal representative of Geo.
on September Bth they will
where
fo-m- er
at
hats
W. Glover and other "next friends."
Dr. P. O. Cornish and family have
Philippine Islands.
returned from an extended eastern sail for the
The Investigation will be devoted
trip.
solely to the Issue as to whether Mrs.
it
Eddy was competent or Incompetent
J. A. Montoya, deputy sheriff, left CATHOLICS WILL
to
head
get
next
your
manage
to
and control her business
last night for Itlo Puerco on official
affairs en or about March 1, when
business.
our thin underwear
the present suit was instituted. Judge
Dr. F. J. Patchln and family aril
CELEBRATE
FEAST Aldrich has ruled that all witnesses
Madam ProudtU picnicked at Bear
Invest in some of r
within the state must be heard orally.
canyon on Sunday.
Instead of by deposition. Attorneys
cool neglige shirts ad
Manager Huckel, nf the Harvey
for the ''next friends" hope that the
Thursday. August 15, th Catholic exclusion
news service, and party, left for Ash
of depositions on the part
you will have the drop
church
will
one
celebrate
of
the
morning.
Ariz.,
this
Fork,
of local witnesses will also be carried
most beautiful feasts of the yenr, the out
In the case of Mrs. Eddy, which
C. P. Schutt, of the Rio Grande Assumption
of the Blessed Virgin. A "would bring about what they have
on Old Sol.
Land, Water & Power company, left death without
suffering,
a tomb desired at all times, her appearance
last night for Denver.
without corruption, the anticipated before
a
Judicial tribunal.
W. II. Spakeman, a well known resurrection of a glorious body this
May Ap-n- r
in Court.
merchant of San Acasla, was In the !s the triple mystery solemnized undefense,
The
however, express concity yesterday on business.
der the name of the Assumption of fidence that a sort
of special dispenThe Central
CIlVrrkTVT
tte Blessed Virgin.
Dr. F. E. Mlera, proprietor of
will be shown to Mrs. Eddy
kJXJL-lV- ll
The Introit of that day gives the sation
VI
11
Tent City, near Santa Fe, arClothier
Avenue
masters
and
undoubtedthe
will
that
key to the church'a feeling. "Let us ly examine her within the secluded
rived In the city last night.
rejoice
cele-- l precincts
In
we
n'i
the
while
Lord
of Pleasant View. The
Rev. J. C. Rollins, of the First rate 'this festival In honor of the
plaintiffs have secured depositions
Methodist church, has returned from B'se-eVirgin Mary for whose as- tending to prove
Mrs. Eddy Incompea trip to the Indian territory.
sumption the angels rejoice and tent, from states as
far west as CaliJ. E. Blinn, prescription clerk of praise the son of God." The God fornia.
may be made by
Attempts
the B. Ruppe drug store, Is in the who, from all ages, had exempted the plaintiffs to secure
extension
mountains on a few days' outing.
from the corruption of Adam's sin of 'time, but these will analmost
cer109 North
St.
be hls mother, would tainly bs denied by the masters. Any
J. L. Durllng and family, of Las her who was topure
body from which such mora wjll be fought by General
Vegas, who have been visiting In this not suffer the
Jill
The Cbaapeit
of
Goods.
Mexican
Kindt
Indian
and
i
Saviour-wabody
he
the
of
formed
morning
city, left this
for California.
attorney for Mrs. Eddy. He
see corruption in death. She was Streeter,
Plaoa to bay Navajo Blaakots and Mtxlean Drawn Work
said:
Frank Little ami Stephens Cold-wel- l, to
up into Heaven to be crowned
mining partners of B. Ruppi, takenqueen
"Mrs. Eddy, while of sound mind
Mall Ordorm Carefully ana Promptly rillad.
of angels and to be man's
aible to conduct her affairs, is
are In the city from their lead mine the
and help in his struggle to and
advocate
of
suffering
general
depletion
a
In the Sandia mountains.
from
reTeh the eternal goal.
row In her
W. S. Hopewell, general manager
The day Is observed ns a holy dny physical strength. She Is to
a speedy
of the New Mexico Fuel and Iron of oh igtttlon. Wednesday, August 14, 87th year, and Is entitled
brought
charges
of
the
settlement
Co., has returned from a visit In the the vigil of the feast, is a day of fast
against her. To defer this Inquiry DIAMONDS ARE TRUMPS
east.
ai'd abstinence.
longer would be a denial of Justice
Don't forget the Mcintosh Brown
right, and we will
Ladles' fine covert JacKets and and constitutional
benefit dance, next Thursday evening
any such move."
light
THE TIME
rain coats In very latest
at Colombo Hall. One dollar admis- cravenette
styles at 25 per cent reduction at
sion.
FOR CASH ONLY
big
Dry
sale
at
Golden
the
the
Rule
to
dance
Come
the
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Proposition in Shoos
Important factors In
The three
footwear are Style, Fit and Quality.
The proposition, is how to aocure
them at the lowest cost.
It Is easy when the latter Is not to
be reckoned.
But to sell shoes that the most people want, at the price they are willing to pay requires enterprise, capital, low expenses.
All these things are In our favor,
enabling us to solve the proposition
to the satisfaction and profit of our
customers. Become one of them.
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If in Need of Fixtures
Call on

I

s

Reliance Electric Co.
Cor. 5th St and Central Ave.

We Have the Largest Stock ot
Fixtures Ever Seen in the City

THE WAGNER

HARDWARE

GO.

Tinners

Plumbers

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads
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Line of

White

Refrig-
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Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
in the city

Water

Water
Filters

Coolers

half
price
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A new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
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LAWN

MOWERS

AVE

Room, You

We Invite

McCotmick Harvesters and Mowers

When you desire Absolute
Comfort In Properly Fitted
Qlsssea Consult us,
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

Palace

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cat Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUAHK DEAL,

None Better
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1

0 S. Second St.

Seed the Suit.

Ail Outing Suits

Lense

We how 45 Men two- - piece
Outing Suits worth from $8.00
to $13.50, hardly two alike

Your Choice

Only gr.SQ Only

All Black and Blue Suits Reserved
STUDY OUR GOLD AVENUE WINDOWS

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

Grin-lin-

g

done on Premises

4

Shaw's Bakery
Wholesale and Retail Hardware

It's the talk of the town, those
pies like mother (in law) made.

Phone 1056

For Men On SPECIAL SALE

Sale Price

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

TREE PRUNERS
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Refrigerators, Garden Hose, Garden Tools
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$1.85 to $1.00
$1.50 to $3.00
83 to $2.50

Men's High or Ijow SI iocs
Women's High or Low Shoes
Children's High or Ijow Shoes
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Miss C. P. CHANG, Millinery
DrvftMiiiukini; Parlor. 512
North hecom! St.
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FANCY DRY COOPS
Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for
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Mrs. M.
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Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers
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